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MANUAL OF MILITARY ENGINEERING.

(This book is divided into two p ar ts. Ofi ccrs should be

thoroughly acqua inted with the ma tter dealt with in Par t I .

Par t I I conta ins information usefulfor reference.

The types of the various works described will vary accordzng to

the condztz
’

ons of time, labour , and ma ter ial.
Ofi cers and N on-commz

'

ssioned Ofi cers in charge of works

should, while bea r ing the p rincip les in mind, learn to modify the
types according to local conditions.)

CHAPTER I .
— PRELIMINARY. .

(See also COMBINED TRAINING, 1 90 5 , Section 1 2 3 , and
following sections .)

1 . The obj ect 0 1 fortification is to strengthen ground
,
and by Ob j ects 0 1

thus economising the numbers of the defenders
,
to swell the ff’r bifica

'

torce available for offensive movements
,
by Which alone tlon '

decisive results can be obtained . This obj ect is secured by
fulfilling, as far as possible , the followingconditions z

(a) The position to be defended must be chosen With due General
regard to t ac tical requirements

,
and with a view P’mc‘PIes'

to economising men its strong and weak points
must be carefully studi ed .

(0) The enemy in attacking should be exposed as much
as possible to the fire 0 1 the defenders during the
advance. To thi s end the foreground may require
more or less clearing .

(0 ) Every endeavour must be made to deceive the enemy
as to the strength and dispositions of the troops in
the defence

,
and as to the character of the defensive

works.



CHAPTER L—PRELIMINARY.

The defenders should be sheltered from the enemy’s
fire

,
and as far as possible screened from his view ,

by natural or art ificial cover
,
so arranged as to permit

the greatest possible development of rifle fire .

The free movement of the attacking t I‘OOpS should
be hindered by leaving or creating obstacles to detain
them under fire or to break their order of attack .

The free movement of the defenders should be assisted
by improving communications W ithin their position,
and clearing the way for counter attack .

Shortly stated these principles in order of importance are

la} Choice of ground .

(6) Clearance of foreground.

(c) Concealment .

Zd) Prov
i

sion of cover.

(e) Creation of obstacles .

(f) Improvement of communications.

The above are dealt With in detail in subsequent chapters .

2 . A thorough knowledge of the fire efiect of all arms is
necessary

,
in order to design good defence works.

Rifle fire 3 . Modern military rifles are sighted to about
The slope of descent of the bullet varies from about 3

1

3 at
yards to 1 at yards.

H eight of The heights over which an average man can fire' on level
line Of

ground are
fire

Lying down 1
’
0

”

Kneeling 3
'
0
”

Standing 4
’

3 to 4' 6”

These heights must be adjusted to suit different men and

varying inclinations ofground .
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4 . The following table gives the thiclmess in various materials
proof against modern rifle bullets at point blank range

Material. Remarks.

Earth ,
free from stones

(unrammed)
Sand 2 ft. 6 ins.

Sand b etween boards
Brickwork Ifwell b uilt .

Soft wood, e.g. ,
fir

,
across 2 4 in s . proof at 5 00 yds.

gram

H ard wood, e.g.
,
oak, across 2 7 ins. 1 5 ins. proof at 5 00 yds.

ram

Wi'ought iron or m ild steel

H arden ed st eel plat e i
l
o
in . proof at 60 0 yds.

Sp ecial hard steel

Shingle

Coal

Snow

5 . The usual proj ectiles for field artillery are shrapnel from Field

field guns, and shrapnel and common shell filled With high 11 1 1 3 1 81 1 1 »

explosive from held howitzers .
Shrapnel can be used from field guns at ranges up to about

yards.

The slope of descent of the project iles of field guns varies
from

2
—1
0
at yards to i at yards

,
but howitzer

proj ectiles have angles ofdescent up to
6 . The penetration of shrapnel balls is considerably less Penetra

than that of small-bore rifle bullets, but shrapnelwith percussion tiO I} Of
fuzes can be used with considerable effect against troops behind “mile?"

wauS .

proJect iles.

Several foreign nations have introduced common shell filled
with some high explosive for use with field guns . The Special
feature of such shell is that

,
on bursting

,
they break up into a

Variesgreatly. This ismaxi

mum for greasy clay.

Ramm ing earth reduces its
resist ingpower .

Rather more than enough .

Very high velocity bullets

have less penetration in

sand at shor t than at

medium ranges.
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CHAPTER I . -PRELIMINARY.

very large number of fragments which are driven in all
d irections . They are not so efiective as well burst shrapnel.
7. Field howitzers

,
firing common shell and shrapnel, have

now been introduced into the service of most nations . They
are light pieces of artillery

,
firing comparatively heavy shell,

with low charges at high elevation
,
and in cons equence possess

good searching power.
No practicable amount of extemporised cover

,
except as

in Sec. 73 , will keep out a howitzer common shell. The effect
of the burst is very powerful

,
not merely from the fragments

of the shell, but also from the blast and the fumes of the
explosive ; but this effect is very local, and slight cover will
suffice against the splinters .
8. H eavy guns up to 6-inch have been used in the field

and will probably be met with in future . They are leng
ranging , but their searching power is little greater than that of
field guns.

‘

9. The obj ect of modern artillery is to reach the defenders
of a parapet by means of fragments of proj ectiles burst in the
right position

,
and not by breeching the parapet with the pro

jeotile itself . An occasional shell may strike and penetrate
t he parapet

,
but in the case of a shrapnel shell the damage

t o the parapet will be trifling, while in the case of a howitzer
shell filled with high explosive

,
the efiect will b e . no worse

on a thin parapet . than on a thick one. T hus it is useless to
Spend time and labour on making a thick parapet to keep
out the actual shell. Against such fire, concealment is of

greatest importance .

Plate 1 gives some idea of the effect of burst ing shells .
1 0 . The following table (taken from Combined Training,

1 90 5 ) gives the various ranges of the different weapons

Terms applied to R1 69
ranges.
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The extreme width of the area of ground struck by the
bullets of an effective shrapnel is about 2 5 yards .

The limi t of the forward effect of shrapnel at efieotive range
is about 3 00 yards .
The radius of the explosion of a high explosive shell is

about 2 5 yards .
1 1 . The following terms are used with reference to artillery Natures

and rifle fire OfFire

H lgb Angle Fire
— Fire from guns and howitzers at all

angles of elevation exceeding
Fron tal Fire— When the line ofhre is perpendicular to the

front of the target .
Oblique Fire

— When the line of fire is inclined to the front
of the target .

Enfilade Fire — Fire which sweeps a line of troops or
defences from a flank.

Ret erse Flre.

—When the rear instead of the front of the
target is fired at .



CHAPTER II .
—FIELD GEOMETRY.

1 2 . Before proceeding to the more techn ical portion of
military engineering , it is as well to understand some of the
simplest applications of geometry to the laying out of held
defences .
Slopes are usually described by fractions

,
in which the

numerator expresses the height, and the denominator the base
of the slope .

Thus
,
in Fig . 2 , Pl. 2 ,

the vertical height
,
B C

,
is g, of the

horizontal distance
,
A B . The slope A C would, therefore , be

called a s1 0 pe of (verbally, one in six).
In Fig . 1

,
the vertical height B C is four times as great as the

horizontal distance A B . The slope A C is called (verbally,
four in one . or four over one).
Slopes are sometimes exp ressed in degrees . A good rough

rule for convert ing degrees of slopes into fractions
,
or the

reverse
,
is to divide 60 by the number ofdegrees express ing the

slope
,
the result gives the denominator of the fraction whose

numerator is 1
,
e.g. , 5

°
slope 1

1—
2 ,
or 1 in 1 2 slope .

N.B .
— This formula should not be used for sloPes steeper

than

1 3 . To lay out a right angle . Let X be a point in a given
straight line A B (Fig. from whi ch it is required to set 0 11 a
right angle .

Take any point C in A B ,
and drive in pickets at C and X.

Take any convenient length of tape 0 D X, and make loops
at either end

,
and find its centre D by doubling it . Now place

the two loops over 0 and X and stretch the tape taut into the
position 0 D X. Take D X 0 11 the picket at X and turn it
round till it comes into the position D E , in prolongation of
C D . Join E X,

whi ch gives the right angle required .

2 nd Method.
—From X measure off a distance of 4 uni ts

X 0 along A B (Fig . Take a piece of line or tape 8 units
long

,
and apply one end to the point X,

and the other to the
point C find a point in the tape 3 units from X,

and seizing
it at thi s point

,
draw the bight out to D , till the line is taught ,

then C X D is a right angle . This method is founded on the
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CHAPTER I I .
—FIELD GEOMETRY.

fact that in any triangle whose sides are in proportion of
3 , 4 and 5 , the angle contained between the two shorter sides
is a right angle .

1 4. To trace a perpendicular to a given line from a point To trace
outside . Let X be the point outside the line A B (Fig . Perpendi

from which it is required to draw a perpendi cular to that line . S
u la? from
pomtTake a tape or cord longer than the perpendi cular Wi ll be fix outside a

one end at X
,
and stretching it taut

,
swing it round so that the given line.

other end shall out A B in C. Drive in a pegat 0 ,
find D

,
the

middle point ofC X. With D as centre
,
swing D X or D 0

round to the position D E
,
cutting A B in E . Join X E ,

then
X E is at right angles to A B .

1 5 . To lay off an angle of 60° or Let X be the point To lay off

in the line A B (Fig. 6) from which it is required to lay off an an
g
les Of

o

angle 0 1 Take any point C in A B at a convenient distance or 1 2 0

from X
,
and towards that end of the line from which the angle

of 60 ° is desired to be drawn . Take a tape or cord twice the
length of X C

,
and fasten the ends to X and C. Seize it by the

middle point and draw the bight out taut to E . Then the
angle E X C is 60 ° and A X E is

1 6. To b isect a given angle . Let A B C be the angle which To bisect
it is required to bisect (Fig. Ou B A and B 0 , mark points 9 gwen

D and E at equal distances from B . Find by means of a angle'

tape or cord a point F equidistant from D and E . J0 1 11 B F.

Then B F bisects the angle A B C.

1 7. To lay out an angle equal to a given angle . Let X b e the To lay out

point in the straight line A B (Fig . from which it is desired an angle

to lay 0 11 an angle equal to the angle D E 0 . Fix the point s s
wig

)

D and C at any convenient distance from E
,
and from the an

g

g

l

le,

point X measure X G,
equal to E G. Then from the po int X

as centre
,
and a distance e qual to E D as radius , and from the

point G as centre
,
and a distance equal to C D as radius ,

describe arcs
,
intersecting at F. Join X F. The angle FX G

is equal to the given angle D E C.

1 8. To find the distance between any two points A and B To find the
when it cannot be measured directly. From B (Fig . 9) lay off G

'S tance

betweenthe llme B D at any convement angle
,
D b emg at any con any two
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CHAPTER UL— INTRENCH ING TOOLS .

venient distance . In B D select a point C so that B C is some
mul t iple ofC D . From D lay offthe angle B D F equal

“

to the
angle A B D ,

'

and on the opposite side of the line B D . Make
D E of such a length that the point E is in line with A and C.

Then A B zB s D E zC D
,

B C X D E
or A B

C D

as shown in PI. 2 .

CHAPTER III .

- INTRENCH ING TOOLS .

1 9. The service intrenching and cutting tools are shown on
Plates 3 and 4 . It is well to note the dimensions

,
as

they are useful in laying out and executing work .

A heavy pick with an 8-lb . head has been sealed
,
and can be

obtained from Ordnance Store ii' heavy work is expected .

Only a small proportion of spades are carried
,
as they

are of little use in the field . They are employed for cut

ting sods ,
and for digging generally when a pick-axe is not

required .

2 0 . For safety the pick must be used working front and rear,
and never sideways .
Before striking the pick into the ground it should be raised

well above the head with both hands . In bringin g it down , the
helve should slide through the hand nearest to the head, and
the weight of the pick should be employed to help in the work.

The shovel is used right or left handed .

. Navvies make
great use ofthe thigh in thrusting the shovel under the loosened
earth .

In throwi ng earth from the shovel there should be ‘no
j erk

,
the left (or right) hand must be allowed to slide freely

up the handle , otherwise the earth will scatter .
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Beliefs.

Tasks.

CHAPTER IV .
—WORKING PARTIES AND EXECU

TION OF INTRENCHMENTS .

2 1 . In digging intrenchments for all except the smallest
works

,
the working parties ‘are not kept continuously at work

,

but are changed at intervals
,
thus dividing the total time into

periods called reliefs . As regards the length of reliefs a great
deal d epends upon the nature of the work

,
the total time it

will take
,
and the climate . Also the question must be con

sidered as to whether the work has to be hurried through
,
and

whether it can be carried on by night as well as by day. Short

reliefs are best , and as a rule it will be found that a four hours
relief (actual digging) is quite long enough for the infantry
soldier. S ix hours reliefs may occasionally be resorted to .

A task is the amount of work a man has to do in one
relief .
Too much pains cannot be taken in the preliminary details

of working parties , so that they may arrive at the site of
their work

,
ready provided with tools

,
their tasks clearly

defined
,
and the men in such formation as will admit of

their ready distribution on the work . Delay and noise is
thus avoided

,
and the chance of confusion during night

work reduced to ‘a minimum .

In ordinary easy soil the average untrained soldier should
excavate with service tools (see Pl. 3 , Figs . 1 and 3 ) 3 0 cubic
feet in one hour

,
or 80 cubic feet in a four-hour relief .

If the soil is very easy these rates may be increased, and
vice verse ; in hard stony ground it may be reduced by 5 0
per cent .
These rates hold up to a maximum horizontal throw of

1 2 feet, combined with a lift out of a trench 4 feet deep .

2 2 . As the earth required for the parapet ofa large field work
is obtained from the excavations (ditch and trench), the areas
of the sections across the parapet and excavation must be
roughly balanced.

Pl. 5 , Fig. 1 , gives an example of a section of a parapet
with high command

,
the successive reliefs (with their tasks)

necessary for the execution of the work being shown .

Figures shown thus 3 6 denote the area of the excava
tion or parapet in square feet.
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CHAPTER IV .
— WORKING PARTIE S , ETC .

2 3 .
Tracing a work consists in laying out somuch of its plan Tracing.

on the ground as is necessary to guide the di stribution of
the working parties . This may be done by a mark on the
ground

,
or by tapes .

In hasty defence work tracing with a tape 1 8 usually only
necessary for night work .

2 4 .
When making works of high command , profiles should be Profiling.

put up to guide the construction of the parapet . (See Pl.
For high profiles it is best to drive stout plckets into the

ground at the position of the verticals
,
construct the profile

bodily to a straight line , lying flat on the ground , and then
up

-end it
,
and nail it to the pickets on a level line .

Profiles are laid out at right angles to the crest line . They
should be placed at intervals of about 3 0 feet, two at least being
required for each face near the angles .
H igh profiles should b e secured by stays or light guys , 0 1:

they are liable to be blown down.

2 5 . For all intrenchments the normal distance apart at Organisa.

which the men are Spaced for work is two paces (5 feet).
tion ?f

This can be reduced
,
if necessary, to 4 feet, but it cramps the$11

1

2?
diggers .
Task work is better than working for a fixed time . In

arranging tasks it is better to under estimate the men’s powers
in order to avoid incomplete tasks .

In arranging reliefs
,
the following rules should

,
it possible

,

be adh ered to z

(1 ) The second and succeeding reliefs should have less
earth to excavate than the first

,
as the diggers have

further to throw .

(2 ) If possible, each relief should leave a vertical face
of earth for the next relief to commence upon .

‘

For

instance
,
in PI. 5 , Fig . 1

,
the dividing line between

the reliefs is vertical and not horizontal.
2 6. A party of the necessary strength for the work in hand

, Detailing
including a reserve of one-tenth

,
having been demanded

,

working
should . be detailed from a company

,
battalion

,
brigade

,
or Part les'

division. and not formed of detachments from diiierent com
panics and corps.



CHAPTER IV .
—WORKING PARTIE S

, E TC .

The party is then marched to the tool dep6t to get their
tools

,
which should be readv laid out

,
according to the detail

of the several-parties , either in rows or in heaps , the men in
the former case filing on the rows and taking up a pick in
the left hand and a shovel in the right

,
or filing between the

heaps and receiving the tools in the same order in passing
.

For extending men for work
,
see Infantry Training

,

1 90 5
, p . 96 .

If the party be large and the work of a complicated nature
,

such as a redoubt , the men should be divided into detachments ,
each under a superintendent , corresponding to definite portions
of the work , formed in column at some distance from the site ,
and successively extended along the line , driving in their picks
on the left of their tasks , and laying down their shovels along
the front . It is sometimes advisable

,
in order to save time

in extending
,
to keep a separate detachment for distributing

on the excavations at the angles .
N0 work must be commenced till the distribution ofthe whole

is complete
,
as it is difficult to remedy mistakes when work has

once begun
,
the subsequent shifting of men 1 nvariably tending

to confusion and possibly loss of tools
,
clothing and accoutre

ments .
When the men available greatly exceed the tools in number

,

it may be advisable to tell 0 11 two men to each set of tools , and
so complete the work in about two,

-thirds of the ordinary
time .

Superintendents should be relieved at alternate hours to
the working parties

,
to ensure continuity in work .

When the distance that the earth has to be thrown is too
great for the diggers to deposit it in its final position in one
throw

,
shovellers will be necessary as well asdiggers .

2 7. Diggers should commence on the left of their t asks, in
order to incommode each other as little as possible .

In excavating V-shaped ditches the slopes should not be
formed until the last relief, rectangular portions being taken
out first .

. Ifnot under fire the earth first excavated should be furthes t
thrown .



CH APTER V .
-MATERIALS .

In making fire-trenches the men should try to get cover as
soon as possible . Sods and lumps of earth should be used
for revetting the interior slope , which must b e

.

made as nea rly
vertical as possible, the revetting being carried on With the

parapet .

CHAPTER V .
-MATERIALS .

For approximate time required for carrying out work referred to
in this chapter, with labour and tools, see table, p . 1 20 .

2 8. The materials , which are mo stly available for the con Earth .

struction of field defences are earth, stcnes
,
timber and

brushwood
,
while railway plant , iron sheeting , wire barbed

and plain
,
&c .

,
may often be obtained . 0 1 these materials

earth is the most valuable as well as the most generally used .

For the purpose of field fortificat ion , earth is usually pro
cured from the trenches dug as near as possible to the place
where it is to be used .

The steepest slopes at which thrown-up earth will stand
is about 45 ° or 4.

2 9. Sods are
'

used for revetments and also to form walls in Sods.
special cases . They should

,
if possible , be cut from meadows

growing thick grass . Each sod should be about 1 8 inches
long

,
9 inches broad (these dimensions depending, however ,

on the width ofthe Spade) and 45 inches thick .

3 0 . Stones may be employed to form rough walls in places Stones.

where digging is difficult or impossible . A well-built rubble
wall

,
1 2 to 1 8 inches thick, will keep out bullets , this thickness

being necessary to avoid having any through j oints .

Two such walls about 1 0 feet apart afford good protection
against artillery fire

,
the outer wall

,
which should be at least

2 feet thick , serving tok
burst the shell

3 1 . Timber is usecl in the construction of bridges
,

Splinter-proofs
,
stockades

,
abatis

, &c .

(5 289)



CHAPTER V .
— MATERIALS .

'

3 2 . The tools employed for felling timber are the fellingaxe,
the hand axe, the cross-cut saw and the hand saw (Pl.
Oi these the felling axe in the hands of an experienced work
man is

,
probably , the best of all. The hand axe is only

suitable for felling small trees not exceeding 1 2 inches to
1 5 inches in diameter

,
but it may be employed with advan

t age when men practised in the use of the felling axe are
not available

,
as it requires little or no skill in handl ing .

The cross-cut sawor the hand saw may also be used
,
the latter

with small trees only
,
provided that measures are taken

,
by

wedging or otherwise
,
to prevent the weight of the tree from

j amming . Inexperienced men can use the cross-cut saw more
easily and safely than the axe

,
and can cut more quickly with it .

When convenient
,
it is best to tell a tree in the direction of its

natural inclination . In using the felling axe
,
the tree should be

first attacked on the side on which it is required to fall
,
a rope

being employed
,
if necessary

,
to pull it over

,
as

,
for instance

,

when the natural inclination is not in the required direction .

When the tree has been cut into as far as the centre , or a little
beyond it

,
the workman should change over to the opposite side

and commence cutting about 4 or 5 inches above the former out
un til the tree falls . The cut s should be as shown in Fig. 4

,

Pl. 4, where the arrow indicates the direction in which the
tree is required to fall . With beginners , or when it is not
important to save timber

,
and when there is no obj ection

t o leaving the cover which high stumps afford , the point a

should be the height ofthe hip
,
b 0 should be about thr ee-fourths

the diameter of the tree .

It may sometimes be conveni ent to employ both the saw
and the axe to cut down a tree . In such cases the axe should
be used on the side towards whi ch the tree is to fall, and the
saw on the opposite side .

The teeth of all saws us ed for cutting down timber should
be set wide .

3 3 . Brushwood is much used in military engineering for
roadmaking and revetting purposes , and for the construction
of gabions

,
fascines

,
hurdles

,
&c .

Willow
,
birch

,
ash

,
Spani sh chestnut and hazel are the

most suitable kinds, and work best ifout when the leaf is 0 11 .
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CHAPTER V .
—MATERIALS .

As a rough rule it may be taken that square yards of
brushwood

,
6 years old

,
make up three GS . wagon loads .

3 4. Withes , for binding purposes , in lieu of wire Spun yarn, W ithes.

&c .
,
are made of pliable wood , such as willow and hazel. They

should be 6 feet to 7 feet long , inch in diameter
,
and made

pliable by being well twisted , the thin end being placed under
the left foot

,
and the rod twisted with the hands

,
avoiding

kinks . If the rod is stifl a small piece of stick
,
lashed across

the butt
,
will be of use in twi sting it (Pi.

3 5 . A fascine is a long faggot tightly packed and carefully Fascines.
bound

,
used in revetments

,
for foun dations of roads in marshy

sites
,
and for many other purposes . The usual dimensions

are 1 8 feet long and 9 inches in diameter. It is made in a
cradle of trestles placed at a uni form level (Pl. 7, Figs . 6
and The brushwood

,
trimmed if possible

,
is laid in the

cradle
,
proj ecting about 1 foot 6 inches beyond the outside

trestles
,
and adj usted so that there may be no weak place .

Crooked rods must be half sawn through and straightened .

The fascine is then gauged with the choker (Fig . Choker .

which consists of two wooden levers
,
4 feet long

,
connected

at 1 8 inches from their ends by a chain 4 feet long
,
provided

with two gauge rings , 28 inches apart, corresponding to the
circumference of the fascine .

To use it
,
two men

,
standing one on each side

,
place the

centre of the chain under the fascine with the short ends of
the levers uppermost

,
cross the levers to each other over the

fascine with the short ends down
,
and bear down on the long

ends until the gauge rings meet .
Bindin g must be commenced at one end . The first binding Bindin

(of wire , spun yarn hoops or Withes) is put on 3 inches
beyond the outside trestle

,
and the remainder (1 2 in all) at

intervals of about 1 8 inches . Thi s admi ts of the fascine being
cut

,
it required

,
into 9 feet or 6 feet lengths . The ends of the

fascine are sawn 0 11 9 inches beyond the outside bindings .
In all cases the fascine must be choked close up to the

position of the binding while the latter is being put on .

With withes an eye is formed at the tip , the withe put on With
under the fascine

,
the ends brought up ,

the butt passed through Witheso

the eye
,
turned back and twisted round itself (Fig .

(5 289)



Pickets.

Gab ions.

CHAPTER V .
— MATERIALS .

With Spun yarn the centre is found and laid on the fascint
and the yarn is then passed twice round the fascine

,
haule

taut
,
and fastened 0 11 with a reel knot .

Both withes and yarn are apt to perish .

Wire is laid on like the yarn
,
passed twice round

,
haulec

taut
,
the ends twisted together and tucked in ; 1 4 gaug

is a convenient size .

A piece of h0 0 p i ron may be used for binding . It should b
3 1 inches long , with notches cut at opposite sides , and 2 ,
inches apart . The iron is passed round the fascine

,
and thl

notches hitched together (Fig .

3 6. Pickets are made from brushwood for various purposes
The following dimensions are useful for reference :

Lengt h . D 1 ameter .

feet ins. in s. 1 1 1 8 .

For gabions 3 6 g: to 1
fascines 2 6 L} lg
fascine cradles 6 6 3 4

hurdles 3 6 1 2

tracing 1 6 I 1 5
high wire entanglement 5 O 1 1

g
2

low wire entanglement 2 6 1 1 %
sodwork 1 6 4 g

3 7. Gabions are cylinders open at both ends , which , when
standing on one end and filled with earth , make a strong
revetment .
For dimensions '

see Pl. 8.

They may be made of almost any material capable of be
bent or woven into a cylindrical form , such as b rushwo
canvas

,
sheet iron

,
wire netting, &c. Their employment in

the future is likely to be more limited than in the past
,
as

revetments are as a rule lower , and so simpler forms of support
will suffice .

3 8. To make a brushwood gabion , a circle of 1 04 inches radius
is traced on level ground , and an even number of p
usually 1 0 or 1 2

,
driven at equal intervals round the

of the circumference (see Fig . 1 .)
The pickets are 3 feet 6 inches high , 3

I inch to 1 inch 1 1

diameter , and must be driven with the thick and thin enc

alternately downwards .
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Randing.

Slewing.

CH APTER V .

-MATERIALS .

3 9. Willesden paper band gabions are an article of store .

Each gabion consists of 1 0 bands , 3 inches wide , fastened '

at

the ends by two copper clips . (Pl. 8, Figs . 8 and
To make it , lay a band ready fastened in the form of a circle

on the ground . Drive the pickets , 1 0 in number , round it
alternately inside and outside

,
slip a second band over the

t0 ps of the pickets , alternating with the first band , and press
it half-way down to keep the pickets steady

,
until the third

band is on
,
when they may be pressed down to the bottom

,

and the remaining seven bands put on . All the j oints should
be kept behind two adj acent pickets . A thin carrying picket
can be dr iven through the web . The t 0 p and bottom bands
should be nailed to the pickets .
Jones’ steel band gabions are still articles of store , but no

more will be made . They are made up similarly to Willesden
paper gabions .

4 0 . Hurdles
,
unless for a Special obj ect

,
are usually made

6 feet long and 2 feet 9 inches high in the web
,
thus correspond

ing to the height of a gabion (see Pl.
They are useful for revetments

,
huts and temporary roadways .

A line 6 feet long is marked on the ground
,
and divided

into nine equal parts
,
and a picket (about 3 fe et 6 inches long

and from 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter) dr iven in at each
division

,
the two outside ones being somewhat stouter and

longer the web is then constructed by randing.

Banding is worked with single rods
,
and is commenced

in the centre (see Fig . l ). The rod is taken alternate sides of
the pickets

,
twisted round the end pickets

,
and woven back

to the centre .

‘

A fresh rod must overlap by several pickets
the one which it supplants .
Pairing rods are used in the centre and at both ends of the
web

,
which 1 s usually sewn top and bottom ln three places .

The Operation of slewing is the same as randing , two or
three rods being worked simultaneously ; it makes weaker
work than randing.







CHAPTER VL— REVETMENTS .

4 1 . A reve tment is a retaining wall used for support ing
earth at a steeper slope than that at which it would naturally
stand .

The following are the revetments most in use in the field
4 2 . Gabz

’

on .

— This is one ofthe best that can be used when aGab ion

considerable height of parapet has to be dealt with , but for revetment .

breastworks gabions are extravagant of material. They are
usually placed at a slope of f

f
. This tilt may be obtained by

resting their outer edges on a fascine sunk 3 inches into the

ground (PI. 1 0 , Fig. or in any other way .

For high parapets two fascines are generally interpolated
between the rows of gabions

,
and in this case it is advisable

to anchor the gabions with wire to stakes , fascines , or logs
buried in the parapet . (Figs . 3 and
4 3 . Fascines.

—Fascines make a poor revetment by themselves
,
Fase

'

ne

and their use is generally confined to revetting steps . They revetment

should be well picketed down .

44 . Hurdles.

—Hurdles form some of the most useful forms of H u rdle

revetment
,
either in the form of ready-made hurdles

,
or revetm ent .

continuous hurdle revetment constructed simultaneously
with the parapet . In either case the slope is built
at and frequent anchoring is essential. Stretching of
fastenings

,
&c .

,
due t o weight of earth in the parapet

,
will

bring the hurdle to a slope of i} , as shown in P1 . 1 0
,
Fig . 7 .

In continuous hurdlework the web is formed by randz
’

ng or
slewing, each pair of men having 1 0 feet or 1 2 feet of revetment
as their task time

,
to gof an hour . They must work in

their rods with the men on either side . (Fig .

4 5 . Brushwood.

—This isa rapidlymade and usefulrevetment . Brush
Stakes are driven in at a slope of about at from 1 foot to wood
2 feet apart

,
and anchored back . As the parapet rises

,
loose revetment

brushwood (or ferns ,
reeds

,
straw

,
&c . ) is filled in between

the stakes and the parapet . (Fig .

46 . Sandbagrevetment is made at a slope of with alternate Sandbag
rows of headers and stretchers (the former with the chokes , revetment .
the latter with the seams turned into the parapet), breaking
j oint (Fig. The bags must be laid at right angles to the
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slope, and not horizontally or the revetment may slide . They
should be not more than about three-quarters full

,
and should

be well beaten when placed in position . Two men build
,
and

if supplied with sandbags by carriers and fillers
,
will lay about

70 bags an hour ; 1 cubic vard of earth fills about 5 0 bags .
Sod 47. Sod revetment is built at a slope of The sods should
revetment be cut 1 8 inches long , 9 inches wide , and not more than 4% inches

thick
,
with a sharpened Spade or sod-cutter (Fig .

They must be laid in alternate rows of headers and stretchers
,

grass downwards , breaking j oint, and at right angles to the

slope, with two rows of sods in each stretcher course . The
top layer should be laid with grass upwards

,
and all headers .

They should be bedded and backed by fine earth well rammed .

For superior work the sods should not exceed 3 inches in
thickness ; and a picket should be driven through each sod .

Cleft fir pickets are better than round , which Split the sods .
Two builders should lay 70 to 1 00 sods an hour .

Timber 48. Timber revetment may be made by driving strong stakes
reVetmf‘n t into the ground

,
placing planking behind them

,
and filling in

with earth . The s10 pe will depend on the strength of the
timber

, i" will generally be safe . The stakes should be anchored .

Planks should never be used for revetments where they will
be exposed to the fire of high explosive shells .
49. Willesden canvas.

—This is kept as an article of store ,
m long strips about 3 feet wide . For use, stout pickets should

'

b e driven from 1 2 inches to 1 8 inches apart and anchored .

The canvas will then be stretched between these .and the
parapet

,
being laced with wire to the pickets top and bottom

at about 6 feet intervals (Fig .

Wire 5 0 . Wire nettingwi th stakes passed in and out of the meshes
n et t l‘lg and anchored back forms a good revetment in soils which are
revetmen t .

not too sandy .

All revetments of parapets intended for musketry fire

should be finished offwith one or two courses of sods or sand
bags

,
where available .

For estimate of material required for revetments
,
see table,

p . 1 20
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Walls and

2 6 CH APTER VIII .

— IMPROVEMENT or EXISTING COVER. ETC .

The clearance of those perpendicular to the front is of less
importance than that of those parallel to the front .
5 3 . Walls can be knocked down by a part of men us ing 3 .

buildings trunk ( f a tree or a railway iron as a battering ram . Low

Walls.

buildings may be similarly treated . If high
,
they must be

blown down and the ruins levelled , as far as possible , so as
not to give cover .

CHAPTER VIII .

—IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING
COVER,

STOCKADES, &C .

For time and labour required, see table, p. 1 20 .

5 4. Brick walls 9 inches thick
,
if badly built

,
are liable to be

penetrated through the j oints by small-bore bullets
,
and can

be cut thr ough by short range volleys di rected on the same
Spot . Practically

,
however

,
any fairly well built wall will

give good cover against musketry . Walls alone cannot be
occupied

,
as a rule

,
under effective artillery fire

,
but may

,

nevertheless
,
be utilised for defence

,
after artillery fire has

ceased .

A wall between 4 feet and 4 feet 6 inches high can be used
as it stands . If a wall is less than 4 feet high

,
a small trench

can be sunk on the inside to gain additional cover .
Between 5 feet and 6 feet in height a wall can be notched .

(P1 . 1 1 , Fig.

Above 6 feet in height , a step must be raised inside , to
enable men to either fire over the wall, or through notches , or
else the wall must be loopholed (Fig.

5 5 . Loopholes should not be closer together than 3 feet from
centre to centre

,
and can be made by means of crowbars or

picks . It is desirable to make the opening on the outside as
small as possible

,
to lessen the chance of the entry of the bulle ts .

In a moderately thick brick wall the loophole may be commenced
by knocking out a header from the outside of the wall,
the interior dimensions of the loophole being afterwards
varied with the direction in which fire is to be delivered ,
In actual warfare a rough hole only can generally be formed,
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which should
,
nevertheless

,
conform to the conditions above

laid down as far as possible .

Figs . 6 and 7 suggest methods for preparing walls for a double
tier of fire

,
which might be used for flankingpurposes .

5 6 . In preparing hedges for defence , weak places should be H edges.

made up with boughs
,
stakes

,
wire

, &c .
,
and if a ditch is on

the defenders’ side
,
little else requires t o be done . If not on

the defenders’ side
,
something in the nature of a shelter trench

may be dug
,
and the earth thrown up breast high against it

when such command is necessary, and if the hedge is strong
enough to support it .

In no case should excavated earth be thrown in front of the
hedge

,
so as to indicate its occupation .

The time required to excavate such trenches is longer than
for ordinary trenches on account of the presence of roots ,
and the work required to strengthen the hedge .

In preparing a hedge for defence
,
if the top of the bank on

which it stands is not thick enough to keep out bullets
,
it

must be made so .

H edges sometimes form very good screens for field guns .
It would generally be advisable for the guns to be in action
about 1 5 0 to 3 00 yards behind the hedge .

5 7. Embankments are not as a rule good positions for a Emb ank
firingline , because they ofier such a good mark to the enemy

’s merits.

artillery
,
but nevertheless embankments in front of a position

and parallel to it
,
will generally have to be held .

Embankments can be defended by occupying the nearer
edge , as in Fig . 1

,
PI. 1 2 , or the further edge , as in Fig . 2 .

The front edge gives the best command of the ground in
front , but cover can be obtained with less labour at the rear
edge .

5 8. Either side of a cutting can be defended
,
according to Cuttings.

circumstances (Fig . The rear side gives the best obstacle ;
the front side is best for a subsequent advance

,
and secures good

shelter for supports .
A road cut on the side of a hill would generally be visible

to the artillery of the attack for a long di stance
,
and therefore

should no t be held unless it offers Special facilities for defence .
Fig. 4 shows a method of defending a road

,
the fence or



Woods.

28 CHAPTER V III .

—IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING COVER
, ETC .

hedge on one side being converted into an obstacle
,
and that

on the other used as cover.

Woons.

5 9. Woods vary so much in character that it is impossible
to give general instructions for their defence suitable to all

cases . Those which reach down towards the enemy are very
dangerous and require Special consideration .

The two most important attributes of woods
,
which are

common to nearly all
,
are the obstacle which they make to

the passage of troops
,
whether in defence or attack

,
and the

concealment they ofler . As to the obstacle it is the defenders’

business to arrange that it shall cause the least inconvenience
to his own

,
and the greatest inconvenience to the enemy’s

tr0 0 ps . Tlie concealment afforded should be so utilised as to
be almost entirely ln favour ofthe defence .

The front edge of a wood very often has a boundary capable
of being easily made into a good shelter

,
while the materials

for abatis are at hand : In order to economise troops
,
especially

if the edge of the wood is indented
,
portions may be defended

while the remainder is entangled the portions to be defended
being those whence the most fire can be developed . The edge
of a wood

,
however

,
often ofiers a good mark for the enemy

’s
artillery ; for this reason it is sometimes desirable to place
the firingline some distance in advance .

Entrenchments and breastworks in the interior of a wood
involve great labour and should seldom be used . Where the
ground is favourable

,
clearances in front of interior positions

may be made
,
and the wood cut down made into abatis .

Log breastworks , especially of hard wood
,
will

,
of course ,

give a good deal of protection against bullets , even if it is not
complete .

If the defence of the rear of the wood is more convenient
than that of the front

,
the best arrangement Will be to entangle

the rear edge and take up a position commanding it and some
distance behind it . The rear edge may be out so as to leave
well defined salients . This will induce the attackers to crowd
into these salients and so make a good target.
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CH APTER VIII .

—IMPROVEMENT OF EXI STING COVER,
ETC . 2 9

Communications through the wood should be improved ,
i f the front is to be held if the position is in the rear of the wood
and the latter is merely to serve as an obstacle , they should
be blocked .

In making clearances , large trees should not be felled .

Much can be done by j udicious thinning .

With limited time, it will generally be best to occupy it in

improving the communications rather than in multiplying
obstacles.

DEFENCE OF BUILDINGS .

6 0 . Buildings can seldom be held under artillery fire. When Buildings.

time and labour are available they may, however , be prepared
for defence . When screened from ar tillerv fire they are of
great value .

The principles for defence of buildings are the same as those
laid down in Chap . I ,

Sec . 1
,
but the following special points

must be dealt with
Barricading of doors and windows (see Pls. 1 3 and

(One door should be available for use and mus t be
specially dealt with . Arrangements for ventilation

(usually by upper windows) ; for storing ammunition ,
provisions and water ; for a hospital and for latrines ;
and precautions must be taken against fire .

Any neighbouring buildings which are not to be occupied ,
should be made useless to the enemy.

Ifthe building is large and strongly’

built , and it is intended
to make a determined defence

,
arrange for interior

defence by loopholing partition walls and upper
floors

,
and providing movable barricades to cover

the retreat from one part of the building to the other.

STOCKADES .

6 1 Stockades are improvised defensible walls
,
which

,
in S tockades.

addit 1 on to affording cover to their defenders
,
form a fair

obstacle to assault . They are only suitable for defences
of a purely passive character. where not exposed to artillery
fire.



Screens.
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The commonest forms of stockade consist of earth
,
gravel

or broken stones
, &c .

,
between two upright revetments

The necessary thickness will be obtained from the table in
Chap . 1 , Sec. 4 (see PI. 1 5 , Fig.

Rails o r iron p lates , if available , are useful materials . Types
of stockades of rails and sleepers are shown on PI. 1 5 , Figs . 2
and 3 .

62 . It must be remembered that the loopholes through which
the defenders deliver their fire should be so arranged that the
enemy

,
if he succeed in closing with the obstacle

, will not be
able to use the loopholes in his turn .

Loopholes may be formed of sandbags or by inserting a
plank box in the earth , gravel, &c .

,
taking care to give some

splay to the rear to admit of lateral range . They should be
from 3 to 5 feet apart .
Loopholes may with advantage be blinded when not in use

by an old sandbag or piece of sacking in situations where the
nature of the back ground would indicate their position clearly
to the enemy .

If required two tiers of fire can be obtained in a rail stockade
by arranging a staging of sleepers for the upper rank to stand
on

,
leaving sufficient head room underneath the staging for

the lower rank standing on the ground level. In this case
there should be a ditch in front .
6 3 . In these days of smokeless powder the value of screens

,

both for attack and defence
,
cannot be over-estimated . Much

can be done in a close country by j udicious thinning or leaving
of woods

,
trees and hedgerows . Where no natural screens

exist they can be made . Smoke sometimes forms valuable
cover for working parties

,
especially against search lights .

Sacks filled rather tigh tly with straw ,
left open at each end

and slit to allow the escape of the smoke , form simple and
portable smoke producers . They should be lit in the centre
of the straw

,
so as to burn outwards .
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in the best position for fire efiect . It will often be a good
plan t o place the firing line at or n ear the foo t of a slope

,

so as to obtain a grazing fire
,
with the artillery on the high

ground above .

The advantage of high ground -for a defensive position is
often over-estimated . It need only be high enough to conceal
and shelter the defenders’ reserves and their movements

,
and

t o expose the movements of the enemy .

67 . The arrangement of trenches should be simple . There
should be one main line of defence . Several tiers of trenches
may sometimes be useful

,
to increase the volume of defenders’

fire
,
and also to deceive the attack as to the actual position of

the defence but there should be no idea of using these trenches
as successive lines of defence . The defenders should understand
clearly which is the main line of defence

,
and what it is that

they must hold on to when the assault is pushed home .

The main line should not as a rule be continuous . I f
echelonned in suitable lengths

,
say for companies

,
or even

smaller units
,
it will be more difficult for the enemy’s

artillery to get the range .

In tracing a trench attention should be paid to probab le
enfilade fire .

Every artifice should be used to mislead the enemy as to
the positions of the trenches

,
e.g.

,
ConspicuouS dummy trenches

to draw his fire.

INVISIBILITY.

6 8. Every e ffort should be made to conceal the trench .

Concealment may be gained by (a ) careful siting , t .e. ,

position . (b) Assim ilation to surrounding ground . When
possible a position should be studied both before and after the
construction of trenches from the front , and especially from
the enemy’s artillery positions . Well-marked features 0 1

the ground
,
such as isolated hedge-rows , lines of road , sharp

changes of gradient
,
or anything which casts a shadow are

,

at long ranges
,
more visible than the trenches themselves .

The neighbourhood of such obj ects forms a target
,
especially

for artillery fire, and should when possible be avoided.
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The front of the parapet may be covered with sods or branches
or whatever will make them look like the surrounding ground .

Sharp lines must be avoided and attention must be paid to
back ground .

If the parapet is on the skyline , spare earth may be piled
up b ehind the trench to make a back ground for the defenders’

heads . As a rule , however , a sky hne is to be avoided .

The parapet should be kept as low as possib le consistent
wi th fire effect in some cases no parapet is required .

TRENCHE S .

69 . Trenches are dist inguished as fire trenches and cover Trenches.

trenches
,

” according as they are for the firingline or merely
to cover troops not actually engaged .

FIRE TRENCHE S .

70 . The design of the trench will depend on the time and
labour available

,
on the soil and on the siting

,
but the following

points are important

(1 ) The parapet should be bullet proof at the top 2 feet
6 inches to 3 feet will usually suffice. But see Sec. 4 .

(2 ) The trench should be as invisible as possible .

(3 ) The interior slope should be as steep as possible .

(4) The bottom of the trench (unless there is a step)
should be wide enough to allow men to sit in it .

(5 ) The interior should be protected , as far as possible ,
against obli que and enfilade fire

,
and sometimes from

reverse fire.

(6) Drainage should be attended to .

71 . Types of fire t rench are given in Pls. 1 6 and 1 7, but see
Sec . 3 .

Fig . 1 gives good cover against frontal artillery fire
,

and allows room for the supernumerary rank to pass behind
the firing line .

To excavate the normal length of 2 paces of this trench
will take an untrained man about 1 4 hours , in moderately
easy ground .

(5 2 80 )
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In Specially d ifficult soil the width may be reduced to 2 feet .
Should time be available , the cover and the facihty of com

mun ication may be much improved by deepeningand widening
the trench

,
as shown on PI. 1 6, Fig. 2 .

Should a higher command than 1 foot 6 inches be required
,

to enable the defenders to see the ground in front
,
the parapet

must be heightened wi th earth obtained from widening and
deepening the trench . A firing step , at least 1 4 feet wide , is
necessary 4-5 feet below the top of the parapet, the interior
slope of which must be revetted .

P1 . 1 6
,
Fig . 3 , is a case where the ground in front can be seen

without any command
,
and it is desired to dispense with a

parapet for the sake of concealment . The excavated eart h
must be scattered or removed to form a dummy parapet .
PI. 44 shows how fairly good cover can be rapidly obtained

for men lying down ; the trenches can be connected up as

shown by the dotted lines .
An elbow rest is a useful feature in a parapet . It increases

cover considerably
,
gives support to the men whil e firing,

and is convenient for ammunition . It should be 9 inches below
the crest and 1 8 inches wide .

Earth thrown up should not be rammed .

HEAD COVER AND LOOPHOLE S .

7 2 . H ead cover tends to diminish the number of rifles that
can be put in line and reduce the field of View and fire, and
generally makes the work more conspicuous , but is of

undoubted advantage for protection
,
especially against

shrapnel.
It requires careful arrangement so as to ensur e the maxi

mum of fire e ffect and of invisibility with the minimum of
exposure .

It will usually be obtained by making notches in the
parapet for the rifle, or by loopholes .
Loopholes can be made of sandbags , sods , or other materials
available 0 1 1 the spot

,
such as biscuit boxes or sacks filled With
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earth . The
_

size of the openings must be governed by the
ground to be covered by fire

,

* and can best be regulated by
testing with a rifle with the bolt removed to ensure that
neither line of sight nor line of fire are obstructed .

Sandbag loopholes as shown in PI. 1 8
,
Figs . 3 and 4, can be Sandbag

made in a continuous line as close as 3 feet 3 inches from 1 0 0 1711 0 1 9

centre to centre .

Sandbags sag a good deal unless well supported .

Loopholes made With earth or sandbags may have the larger
opening either inside or outside . It the larger Opening be
inside

,
the loophole is very much less conspicuous , which is

often a point of great importance .

If the larger opening be outside
,
a defender can fire with much

greater ease
,
since he can cover the whole are without moving

his position.

The choice must depend upon the requirements of the place .
A compromise between the two above methods is shown in

PI. 1 9
,
Fig . 1 .

A Very good form of loophole which has the advantage of Con .

giving a wide field of View
,
is a slit all round the work

,

tifl uous

continuous
,
except for the supports of the material above (see

loophOIe‘

PI.

Loopholes made with hard material
,
such as stone

,
must have

the larger Opening inside to prevent ricochet.
Steel loophole plates

,
see Figs . 1 and 2 , PI. 1 8, are articles of Steel

store . They make the best head cover
,
but cannot

,
as a rule

,

1 0 0 13 11 0 1 8

be provided for hasty defence work .

plates'

Loopholes should never show against the skyline
,
but

should be blinded
,
say

,
by canvas hung behind them . The

front of the loophole may be masked with branches long
grass

,
&c .

OVERH EAD COVER .

7 3 . Overhead cover gives the best protection against
shrapnel from guns and howitzers . It is especially useful

The minimum depth of open ings for a parapet 2 feet 6 in ches thick
on level ground, using the new service rifle a t yards range, is, for
the inside

,
six inches for the outside, four in ches.

(5 289)
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against oblique fire 9 to 1 2 inches of earth , or say
.

3 inches
of shingle

,
supported by brushwood or other suitable material

,

will suffice. (PI.
Two sheets of corrugated iron sloping to the rear at about

afford good protection against shrapnel (56 6 PI. The
corrugations must be parallel to the line of fire.

Overhead cover o f above natures will not keep out a common
shell

,
but the effect of a burst in the trench can be localised

(see below).
A row of heavy steel rails arranged in the same way as the

corrugated iron
,
has been found to be practically proof against

6 -inch howitzer shells filled with high explosive .

Overhead cover against weather may be made with
branches

,
corrugated iron

,
canvas

,
or any other covering

available .

See also Sec . 88.

TRAVERSE S .

74. Open trenches and parapets which may be exposed to
enfilade fire and to the oblique fire of artillery

,
should be

traversed and recessed . Traverses are simple means of
gaining protection against enfilading shell, and also of localis
ing the e ffect of a shell bursting in the trench . They are also
effective against rifle bullets , on account of their flat traj ectory .

An irregular line of trench will answer the same purpose
,
when

it suits the ground .

Against shrapnel bullets coming obliquely
,
or in enfilade ,

traverses will not suffice. on account of the steep angle of
descent of the bullets . Recesses made in the parapet

,
large

enough to hold one or two men
,
give the best protection agains t

these . See PI. 2 1 . Such recesses are best made after the
trench is excavated .

7 5 . Traverses to localise bursts may consist of two walls of
brushwood

,
with about 1 foot of earth between .

PROTECTED LOOK-OUT .

76 . In all trenches some sort of protected look-out is useful.
It should not be distinguishable from the front .
A well-made loophole may suffice for this purpose .
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CHAPT ER ix.

—4EARTHWORKS .

DRAINAGE OF TRENCHEs.

77. This is an important point, and should be attended Drainage .

to from the outset . A gut ter should be formed in the trench ,

usually at the back , and the bottom of the trench s10 ped to
it . Any water collecting in it should , where possible , be led off
to lower ground , otherwise into soak pits , which may be about
2 feet or 3 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep .

COMMUNICATION TRENCHES .

78. If time admits covered communications should be Cornmun i
arranged behind the firing line . These

,
whi le concealing the 0

2
m
?)

movements of the defenders
,
will also permit of the firing line

h em“ es'

being withdrawn altogether while the artillery bombardment is
going on . A trench similar to PI. 1 6 , Fig. 4, will usually
suffice.

It may be necessary to make long lines of such approaches
,

but every possible use should be made of the ground to mini
mise labour on them .

They may require parapets on both sides
,
and where much

exposed may be given overhead cover.

COVER TRENCHES .

79. Cover trenches (3 66 P1 . 2 4, Fig . 1 ) are useful to protect the Cover
firing line during a bombardment , and for troops not actually trencb es
engaged.

The section of these trenches may be as in that figure, or
,

if more time and material be available
,
as in Pls. 28 and 29.

When time is limited and materials are not at hand
,
a sect ion

similar to PI. 1 6 . Fig. 1
,
might be employed

,
but with slightly

higher parapet and no elbow rest.

COVER FOR ARTILLERY.

80 . Cover for field guns will take the form of epaulments, or Cover
pits

,
as shown in Pls. 2 2 and 2 3 . An ammunition recess must for

.

be provided close to the gun , and cover for one or more ammu ar ilflery‘

nit ion wagons near the emplacement is also desirable . There
should be covered communication between the gun emplace
ment and the wagons . Parapets to be bullet and splinter



Trace.

CH APTER IX . EARTHWORKS .

proof. The height of the parapet should be regulated by the
site and range . Three feet is suitable for medium and long
ranges . H owitzers will, as a rule , be in concealed positions,
where they can only be reached by high angle fire. If they
are likely to be for some time in one position

,
e.g.

,
in siege

operations
,
they can be surrounded by splinter-proof walls

(see Traverses) .

FIELD REDOUBTS .

81 . Field redoubts are works entirely enclosed by defensible
parapets . Their dimens ions should

,
as a rule

,
be such that

they could be constructed in from 1 2 hour s to 2 4 hours .
It may be generally laid down that redoubts in defensive

positions must not
,
under ordinary conditions

,
be used on sites

where they can be recognised as redoubts by the enemy :
This will

,
as a rule

,
prevent their employment in the front line

,

although irregularities of the ground, &c .
,
may shelter certain

portions of this line where redoubts may find place . A redoubt
has greater resisting power against infantry than a group of
trenches .
As supporting points in rear of the front line

,
redoubts will

more often be employed . In such retired positions there will
generally be sites whi ch

,
while commanding the foreground

,

will not be exposed to View from a distance .

It should be remembered that a redoubt does not necessarily
need a high or thick parapet ; a fire trench parapet may suffice .

82 . Redoubts may have to be used for detached posts
,
and

posts in lines of communication . Such works will often have
to be a refuge

,
shelter and depc

‘

it for passing troops
,
and room

inside must be given . It will hardly be possible to make these
works invisible

,
as it is essential that the parapets should

conceal the interior from V 1 ew. Plenty of Splinter-proof cover
should be provided

,
and a good obstacle near the parapet is

essential.
83 . The plan or trace of a redoubt will depend ou

(a) Fire efiect required from it .

(b) Configurat ion of the ground .

(0 ) Pmposed garrison .
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84. The site should be such that the surrounding foreground Site .

may be well swept by the fire from the parapet , and the work
should be so disposed as to give the strongest possible fire on
the enemy’s best lines of attack . There must be no dead angles .
A redoubt may be of any shape that suits the ground and

provides good firing lines . There is no necessity for symmetry
in the design, although it has advantages . Ou a level site
a rectangle with blunted angles would be suitable .

All faces should be long enough to give an effective fire .

Those making a considerable angle with neighbouring faces
,

as in a rectangle
,
should not be less than 20 yards long

,
and

the short faces which blunt the angles should be at least
1 0 yards .
It is often convenient to use curved faces . These

,
as a rule ,

should be struck with a radius of not less than 2 0 yards .
A complete circle should be avoided. except for very small posts ,
as its fire is weak in every direction.

85 . The garrison should always consist of one or more Garrison .

units of command . The proportion of defenders
,
including

supports and local reserves
,
to size of work should be from

1 to 1 5 men per yard of parapet , but the proportion of
parapet to men may have to be much larger .
86 . In a redoubt in front line exposed to artillery fire Low

invisibility is the first consideration . This will entail in most command

cases a low command, about the same as that of the neighbour redoub“
ing fire trenches . This should be combined

,
when time per

mits
,
with a deep trench in rear

,
both to increase the cover

and to afford cover to troops not actually engaged . A redoubt
of this type is shown on Pls. 2 4 and 2 5 .

87. For a work placed as a supporting point behind the H igh
front line , the question of invisibility is not generally so urgent. command

In this case a high command has four advantages redoub t“

(1 ) It has a better command of its field of fire than a low
redoubt.

(2 ) It has a better moral effect on its defenders .

(3 ) It conceals the whole of the interior of the redoubt
from view .

(4) It can be easily comb ined with a good obstacle .



CH APTER IX.
— EARTHWORKS .

The disadvantages lie in the extra labour and time entailed
in making the large parapet.
In the case of a detached post

,
which may be surrounded

,

invisibility is of much less importance than that the defenders
should be able to move freely about the whole interior of the
work without being seen .

A type of parapetwith high command is shown in P1 . 2 6 .

Since a redoubt is intended for all round defence
,
precautions

must be taken to prevent the defenders suffering from reverse
fire.

88. Overhead cover for a redoubt should consist of about
9 to 1 2 inches of earth supported on brushwood or other
material.
Various forms of these shelters are shown on Pls. 2 6 , 2 7 , 28,

and 29. They all requlre a great deal of material. They
should always be given transverse partitions

,
at intervals of

from 1 0 feet to 1 2 feet , to localise the effect of shell.
A fairly bomb-proof root can be made with rails sloping

down from line offire (see Chap . IX
, p .

Shelters for the flanks
,
when artillery attack is expected

from the front only
,
may be given in trenches roughly parallel

to the front faces ; some of these may be continued with ad

vantage across the whole redoubt
,
for purposes of com

munication .

When the artillery attack may come from any direction
,

as with some detached posts
,
the shelters must be arranged to

meet this by facing various directions .

En trances. 89. The entrance to a redoubt used in civilised war may be
a gap left in the face least exposed to attack , and covered
by a traverse

,
inside or out as may be most convenient . The

entrance should be wide enough to admit a wagon
,

see

C hap . XXII .

Drainage . 90 . The drainage of the redoubt and trenches must always
be provided for

,
and should be put in hand as soon as the work

is commenced . Soak pits will seldom suffice for this purpose ,
and , as a rule , the drains should be led out of the redoubt
to lower ground if possible .
9 1 . When a redoubt is to be occupied for more than a few

hours , latrines and cooking-places should be provided
'

within
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CHAPTER X .
—OBSTACLE S .

9 2 .
Obstacles should always be provided in connection Obstacles.

with redoubts . They must not mark the position of the
redoubts .
The nearer the obstacle is to the parapet the less labour

and material will be required ,
and the more e ffective will be

the defence
,
especially at night.

CHAPTER X.

—OBSTACLES.

For time, labour, tools and material required, see table, 79. 1 20 .

9 3 . Ob staclesjudiciouslyplaced addverymuch to the strength General

of a defensive position
,
and are especially useful as a protection conditions

against night attacks . The following conditions should be
observed

(a) They should be under the close rifle fire of the defender.
For small posts or redoubts they should be quite close,
so that they may be efiectively defended at night .
They should afford the enemy no cover

,
and

,
i f

possible
,
be sheltered from his artillery fire.

(b) They should be difficult to remove or surmount , and
will be most effective it special appliances

,
not usually

carried by troops
,
are required for their removal.

(0 ) They should, it possible , be so placed that their exact
position may be unknown to_the attacking force .

(d) Except where the purely defensive is inevitable , they
should be arranged so as not to impede counter
attacks .

(6 ) As obstacles on a large scale may interfere with an Caution .

advance , they should not be constructed without
authority .

For the protection of small posts at night some sort of
automatic alarm is desirable

,
such as tins hung on a Wire

,

rifles fired by trip wire , &c .

,
see p . 47.



a batis.

CHAPTER X .

— OBSTACLES .

94 . Abatis formed of limbs of trees firmlypicketed down and
interlaced

,
with the branches turned towards the enemy

and pointed
,
form a very efficient obstacle (PI.

Figs . 1 and 2 show method of covering abatis from artillery
fire.

Fig . 3 .

—The method of forming an abatis from small
branches . Several rows are used

,
the excavated earth being

replaced after the branches are secured . To make abatis
carefully

,
at least a relief of six hours and a strong working party

are required
,
so that very little of it can be undertaken in

hastily-fortified positions . A very effective abatis may
,
how

ever
,
be made much more rapidly when the trees can be

utilised where they are felled
,
no excavation being made for

them and. the branches being only roughly trimmed .

Strands of wire interlaced between the branches are a useful
adj unct to abatis .

9 5 . Tree entanglements (Fig. 4, P1 . 3 0 ) are formed by cutting
trees

,
brushwood

,
&c .

,
nearly through at a height of about

3 feet
,
and interlacing or securing the branches by pickets

to the ground . They make a formidable obstacle at the edges
of woods and orchards

,
and for blocking roads

,
and can often

be formed whilst clearing the foregroun d .

96 . A low wire entanglement is formed by stout stakes
driven into the ground about 6 feet apart

,
in rows arranged

chequerwise
,
their heads being connected by strong wires

twisted round them and crossing diagonally about 1 foot or

1 8 inches above the ground (Fig . 3 , Pl.

The outside pickets should have wire stays
,
as shown in

Fig. 3 .

It is not a good obstacle unless constructed amongst brush
wood

,
small bushes

,
or long grass

,
which conceal it

,
when it

may be of great use against mounted troops . It is especially
e ffective in the bed of a river.

97. H igh wire entanglements form efieotive obstacles , es

pecially if barbed wire be used . P1 . 3 1 , Figs. 1 and 4 , give
two different types . F1g 4 shows a method of improving a
wire fence

,
but is not so efficient an obstacle as that shown ln
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General.

44 CHAPTER XI .
—DEFENCE OF POSTS

,
VILLAGES , ETC .

1 0 2 . Inundations can be made by damming up a s tream .

A bridge is a good place to select for the purpose .

If the inundation is likely to be very shallow
,
the ground

should be first prepared by digging irregular trenches and holes
,

the existence of which will render the passage of even a shallow
inundation a difficult matter .
1 0 3 . Obstacles may be crossed by using hurdles

,
planks

,

fascines , bundles of straw , &c .
,
or by rough ladders with steps

made of pieces of plank about 9 inches wide and a pace apart .
H andsaws , axes , bill-hooks and cutting pliers should always
be carried by a party removing obstacles . Ropes

,
grapnels

,

hedgers
’

gloves and guncotton may also be useful.
1 0 4. For illumination of obstacles see page 47.

CHAPTER XI .

—DEFENCE OF POSTS AND VILLAGES .

ORGANISATION FOR DEFENCE OF LARGE POSITIONS .

(See also COMBINED TRAINING , 1 90 5
,
Section 1 2 3 and

following Se ctions . )

1 0 5 . Campaigns of the present time often entail a long
line of communications in a more or less hostile country .

Even when protected by a field army this is if the enemy is
strong in mounted troops

,
very hable to raids and must there

fore be protected by fortified posts . These posts may involve

(a) the protection of a comparatively large area of ground or of
villages containing supply depots , and will, in the case of a road,
have to afiord protection to the convoys and transport animals
which are working along it , or, if on a railway , to protect
rolling stock

,
station buildings

,
telegraph stations

,
&c . ; or

(b) may only have to protect a very hmited area , e.g.
,
bridges

signalling stations .

1 0 6 . For strategic or other reasons the choice of ground
for a post may be limited . Tactically the ground to be
defended will not always be of the best , and the art of the
field engineer will be taxed to the utmost. Water may not
b e readily obtainable

,
and may have to be stored ; to insure

that this and all other supplies are easily accessible much
forethought is required.



CH APTER XI .

—DEFENCE OF POSTS AND V ILLAGE S .

1 0 7. Every man employed on communications is in a sense Scheme of

wasted
,
therefore the garri sons of such posts must be kept as defence

low as possible , and every effort made by the skilful use of g
m rison s

ground and field fortifications to economise men .

The main principles to bear m mind are as follows

(a) Organisation of defence .

(b) Defenders to be close to the ground they have to defend .

(0 ) Storage of ammunition, water and supplies . Strong
obstacles (automatic alarms if possible) .

(d) Clear field of fire, adequate cover, good communica

tions
,
including telephones

,
telegraphs

,
or a well

organised system of signalling .

Plenty of time is usually available for the organisation
of the defence

,
and in these days of rapid fire

,
given adequate

supplies of ammunition
,
food

,
water and material

,
small posts

can be made practically impregnable against raid attacks
,

even though the invaders be accompanied by a few guns ;
while larger posts can be so held that

,
even should the enemy

be able to penetra te under cover of darkness
,
the risk and

loss involved would be hardly worth the attempt .
Owing to the paucity of troops the defence will usually

be entirely passive , and except for a small reserve to meet
emergencies

,
every man will have his pos t assigned t o him

,

and every l ifle will be ln the first line . Works and picquets
suddenly attacked at night cannot

,
as a rule

,
be reinforced from

a distance
,
and for this reason it is essent ial that the garrisons

told off for the defence of such works should live quite close to
them .

1 0 8. The defence of a post of class (a ) (Sec . 1 0 5 ) will consist Detail

of a ring of closed works supporting each other the number and
distance from the centre will depend on the ground and troops
available ; the intervals will be closed by a strong obstacle ,
which latter must be flanked by a fire from the works . The
works themselves

,
in View of a night attack

,
must be sur

rounded by an efficient obstacle at a very close range , say

20 to 5 0 yards . The field of fir e must
,
of course

,
be cleared as

much as possible . In most cases an inner line of defences
will also be required

,
and possibly a keep .

”
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This ring of defences will not be of as elaborate a pattern
as those of the outer line

,
described in the paragraph following

,

and will generally consist of fortified houses , garden enclosures ,
small blockhouses

, &c . ,
placed in the immediate outskirts

ofthe village or depot
,
and arranged so as to sweep all approaches

and internal communications .

The posts of class (6) will consist of only one or two of the
above works

,
and their garrisons may vary from say 6 to 5 0

men .

1 0 9. The types of works will necessarily depend on the nature
of the probable attack . If the enemy is providedwith artillery
deep trenches and splinter proof cover must be provided

(unless the ground affords adequate cover close at hand) ;
against rifles only

,
walls or blockhouses may suffice. Against

badly armed savages stockaded enclosures are good enough .

Invisibility is not essential
,
but every effort must be taken

,

with due regard t o effective rifle fire
,
to protect the defenders .

To this end head cover is necessary
,
and overhead cover often

desirable
,
while

,
since the attack is likely to come from every

direction
,
enfilade and reverse fire must be considered . Each

of these closed works must be self contained
,
the storage of

reserve ammunition and water is imperative .

1 1 0 . The construct ion of the works will mainly depend on
the materials locally available . South Africa produced corru

gated iron and shingle blockhouses surrounded by barbed
wire ; on the north-west frontier of India stone sangars are
the rule in the Lushai Expedition of 1 889 bamboo stockades
were made ; in the Soudan breastworks of sand and thorn
zerebas . Where railway stations have to be protected

,

blockhouses
,
stockades and Splinter proofs made of rails and

loopholed buildings will predominate
,
while for a bridge the

piers and girders can often
,
wi th a little ingenuity, be made

into good cover for a small post .
In savage warfare the best hints as to designs may generally

be got from the enemy
,
who

,
in the course of intert ribal warfare ,

will most likely have evolved the types of defence best suited
for local materials

,
and to resist the same form of attack and

weapons which he will employ against 1 is. Such types , when.

improved by the light of our own knowledge, modified to
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Entrances.

V illages .

48 CHAPTER XL— DEFENCE on Pos
'
rs

,
VILLAGES , ETC .

a man raising his rifle barrel too high . Posts painted white
on the defenders’ side make a good aiming mark , it the night is
not too dark.

1 1 5 . Loopholes made of sandbags , sods, &c .
, unless very

carefully made
,
do not afiord a good field of view and fire

combined with adequate protection . To meet this obj ection
a steel loophole plate has been introduced into the service . It
would be Specially useful for detached posts . (See P1 . 1 8,
Figs . 1 and
1 1 6 . The entrances to closed works must be carefully attended

to . They may be closed by a gate
,
barbed wire or other

obstacle . When wire is used
,
a good plan is to construct an

intricate winding approach
,
making access by night difficult .

In all cases entrances must be covered by the fire of the defence .
Entrances to admit artillery require a width of 7 feet .

DEFENCE OF VILLAGE S .

1 1 7. Villages will very often occur in or near a defens ive
position, and although they are unsatisfactory for defence they
must generally be occupied

,
rather than be left to the enemy.

They conceal the disposition and strength of their garrisons ,
and afford a shelter from the weather

,
but they take up a large

number ofmen who are necessarily scattered .

A village should be divided up into well defined sections ,
each held by a tactical unit . Each section might have two
lines of defence . There will be a general reserve for the
whole under the commander of the village

,
to reinforce a hard

pressed section, make local counter attacks , and furnish the
garrison ofthe central keep of the village

,
if any.

1 1 8. The arrangements of the defence might therefore be as
follows

(1 ) Clearing field of fire.

(2 ) Making communications .
(3 ) Providing or improving cover for first line along

hedges , garden walls , &c .
,
loopholing walls of houses

as a second line .

Placing obstacles . This would be partly done at
the same time as
Preparing keeps.
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5 0 CHAPTER XI .
-DEFENCE OF POSTS , VILLAGES , ETC .

ORGANISATION FOR DEFENCE OF LARGE POSITIONS .

1 2 1 . In order to ensure a good system of command and
organisation , defensive positions should be divided into well
defined sections , each . under a separate commander , to whom
should be allotted a distinct force

,
e.g. , a division, brigade ,

etc . (see Combined Training
Each section commander will be responsible for the

occupation and preparation for defence of his section in
accordance with the orders received . He will either indent
on the service or department concerned , or may make
arrangements by hire

,
contract

,
or requisition with the local

civil authorities
,
according to the circumstance s of the case

,

for such extra labour , tools or materials , as may be required .

For Tables , giving roughly time required for various works
and form for working parties which will be found useful in
connection with the above

, see pp . 1 20 and I3 GA.



CHAPTER XII .
-TEMPORARY ROADS .

1 2 2 . Temporary communications by road are usually Tem
required . porary

(a) In conn ection with a defensive position to enable
0 0

335
13

1 12
1 1 "

troops to be readily moved from one portion to
another.

(6) For the movement across country of detached
column s .

In both cases provision will generally have to be made for
wheeled vehicles

,
while simple means to enable the infantry to

pass d1 yshod over wa ter should not be neglected . The pro
Vision or improvement of such communications can , as a rule ,
be carried out b y unskilled labour . For more permanent work
see Chap . XXII

,
Part II .

Communications inside a position will consist in repairing
existing roads filling up soft places , cut ting ramps in steep
ground

,
cutting gaps through fences and clearing roads or

paths through woods .
The points to be kept in mind are That troops should be

able to move on as broad a front as possible
,
and that troops

and messengers should be guided to their destination by sign
posts

,
by blazing trees or other means .

The work in connection with detached columns will generally
consist in repairing existing tracks or lords and making boggy
or soft ground fit for wheeled transport .
Since soft ground

,
even though passable

,
is very trying to

draft animals and caus es delay
,
a little labour

,
well applied

,
will

be amply repaid .

1 2 3 . The best foundation for a t emporary road over boggy Tem
ground is a layer or layers of fascines placed touching one porary
another ; the top row must he across the direction of thea

ds OW "

traffic , but when time is not available or suitable material not
at hand , much can be done by throwing down brushwood,

heather, or even straw or grass , care being taken that this,
like the fascines , is laid across the road .

If there is much wheeled transport
,
a reserve of material

should be collected to replace any that gets worn through .

(5 289) D 2



CHAPTER XII I .

—KNOTTING AND LASH INGS .

In very wet ground it may be necessary to dig a drain on
each side of the road (see P1 . 82 ,

Fig .

1 2 4. Where timber is available and heavy t raffic is expected
,

a corduroy ” road may be made . This is constructed by
felling trees

,
cutting them to the required lengths and laying

them across the road at right angles to its direction
,
ribands

being spiked to them at either end or the logs may be held
together by interlacing with rope or wire .

The interstices between fascines
,
brushwood

,
logs

, &c .
,
may

be filled with small stones and earth to make a better surface .

CHAPTER XIII .
— KNOTTING AND LASHINGS .

1 2 5 . The following are the most useful knots for bridging
and lashing Spars

,
and their principal uses

(a) To make a knot on a rope , or to prevent the end from
untraying, or to prevent its slipping through a block
the thumb knot (Fig . 1 , P1 . 45 ) or the figure of 8

(Fig .

(b) To bend or j oin two ropes together . The reef knot

(Fig. 3 ) for dry ropes of the same size ; the single

sheet bend (Fig . 4) for dry I
'

opes of di fferent sizes ;
the double skeet bend (Fig . 5 ) for great security or
for wet ropes of di lierent sizes , and the hawser bend

(Fig . 6) for j oining large cables .

(0 ) To form a loop or bight on a rope which will not slip .

The bowline (Figs . 7 and 8) for a loop at the end of a
mpe, the bowline on a bz

'

glzt (Fig . 9) for a loop in the
mi ddle . with a double of the rope .

(d) To secure the ends of ropes to Spars , pickets , &c .
,
or to

other ropes .

Half hitch (Fig . 4
,
P1 . 46) for securing the loose ends

o i lashings
,
&c .

Clove hitch (Figs . 1 and 2 , P 1 . 46) (two half hitches)
generally used for the commencement and finish of

lashings .
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Timber hitch (Fig . 3 ) for catching hold of timber, &c .
,

where the weight will keep the hitch taut .
Round turn and two half hitches (or rollingbend) (Fig . 5 )
for belay

’lng (or making fast) a rope so that the strain
on the rope shall not jamb the hi tches .

This will be used for making fast a rope to a bollard
or anchorage . Should the running end be incon
veniently long , a bight of it should be used to form
the hall hitches .

Fishermen
’

s bend (Fig . for making fast when there
is a give-and-take motion , e.g.

,
for bending a cable to

an anchor .

(e) To fix a Spar or stick across a rope .

Lever hitch (Fig . 7 for drawing pickets by a lever a nd
fulcrum,

fixing the rounds of a r0 pe ladder, fixing
bars to dragropes , &c .

(I) For forming a loop on dragropes .
Man

’

s ha rness hitch (Figs . 7 and the loop being of a
size to pass over a man’s shoulder .

(9) To fixa rope with a weight on it rapidly to a block .

Catspaw at the end (Figs . 1 and 2 , P1 . 47) or in the
middle of a rcpe (Fig . for hooking on a block .

Blackwall hitch (Fig . a simple hitch (with a pliant
rope) which will only hold as long as the weight is
applied .

(71 ) To transfer the strain on one rope to another .
S topper hitch (Fig . for use on occasions when it is
necessary to shift the strain 0 11 a rope temporarily.

1 2 6 . To sling a cask horizontally . Make a long bight with a sungmg
bowline and apply as shown in Fig . 6 .

caske

To sling a cask vertically (Fig . 7 Place the cask in a bight
at the end of the rope, and with the running end make a
thumb knot round the standing part of the rope . Open out

the thumb knot and slip it down the sides ofthe cask . Secure
with a bowline .

1 27. A rack lashing
,
an article of store

,
consists of a length Rack

of 1 %-inch rcpe, with a pointed stick at one end . Used for 1 3 81 1 1 108
fastening down ribands at the edge of the roadway of bridges .
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Commenced with a thumb knot at a
, Fig . 1 , Pl. 48, the end

twisted in the bight . The stick is then put into the bight
,

twisted against the hands of the clock till all is taut
,
and

finally j ammed m from right to left between the lashing and
the outside of the riband . A rack lashing is readily impro

vised (Figs. 1 and 2 PI.

Delaying. 1 2 8. To belay a cable to belaying cleats . First take a round
turn with the standing part of the cable on the belaying cleats ,
then as many figure of 8 turns as necessary . H alf hitches are
on no account to be used in belaying any rope which is likely
to have to be cast offquickly.

Lashings.

1 2 9. To lash one Spar square across another , commence by a
clove hitch on Spar a below b, P] . 48, and twist ends together ,
carry at least four times round the Spars , as shown in figure,
keeping outside previous turns on one Spar and inside on the
other two or more trapping or cross turns are then taken

,
the

corners of the lashings being well beaten in during the
process

,
and finished off with two half hitches round the most

convenient Spar (Figs . 3 and 4, P1 .
When the Spars are the legand transom of a trestle or frame ,

the clove hitches should be on the leg below the transom ,

and the lashings should be finished off on the transom outside
the leg.

1 3 0 . To lash two Spars together that tend to Spring apart .
Begin with a timber hi tch or running bowline round both
spars and draw them together

,
then take three or four turns

across each fork and finish with trapping turns and two half
hitches . (Fig .

Wedges with well rounded points are often useful for tighten
ing lashings . They are generally used by builders in scaffolding

,

and should be driven in at the top of the lashings .
1 3 1 . To lash a block to a Spar .

— The back ofthe hook is laid
against the Spar , a clove hitch is taken round the Spar above
the hook , then several turns round the hook and spar , and
finished oil with two half hitches round the Spar below the
hOOk (Fig.
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1 3 2 . The hook of a block is moused by taking some turns Mousing

round it with Spun yarn or very light lashing
,
commencing “MOM“

with a clove hitch on the back of the hook and finishing off

with one or two trapping turns and a reel knot (Fig . 2 , PI. 47

1 3 3 . The end of a rope is seized to the standing part with Spun Seizing.

yarn or string
,
by forming a clove hitch round one of the ropes

with the Spun yarn near its centre , taking each part round both
ropes in opposite directions , leaving one end long enough to
take two trapping turns between the ropes , and connecting
the two ends with a reef knot (Fig . 6

,
P1 .

1 3 4. A picket used as a holdfast must be dr iven into the H oldfasts

ground at a slope to meet the strain . It the latter is great 0 1
'
3 1 1 0 11 0 1 “

and the pickets small
,
additional strength is gained by the ages"

methods shown in Figs . 7 and 8, PI. 48. In usingheavyrope, three

or more pickets can be dr iven in a cluster to form a bollard .

If a large piece of timber is used as a bollard , its corners must
be rounded 0 11 . Fig. 9, PI. 48, shows a method of using a log
for large strains .
1 3 5 . For strength of rope , wire and lashings , see Part II .

CHAPTER XIV .

— MILITARY BRIDGES.

1 3 6 . The approximate site for a bridge will usually be decided Site .

by the tactical requirements in selecting the exact position
over a river

,
and regard must be had to the following points

,

most ofwhich must also be considered when an existing bridge
has to be repaired

,
viz. The nature of the banks and ap

proaches, the nature of the b ed ,
width to be bridged

,
depth of

water
,
strength of current

,
and the probability and extent of

floods . If a tidal river
,
the rise and fall of the tide should be

ascertained . A note should be made of any material near the
proposed site which would help in the const ruction of the
bridge .

1 3 7. The approaches on both sides of a bridge are of the utmost Banks
importance

,
marshy banks should be avoided

,
i f ramps are and

required the gradients should be easy.

ap
'

proaches.
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Easy access and a difficult exit is sure to cause a crowding
on the bridge .

1 3 8. The simplest plan for measuring the velocity ofa stream
is to use a light rod weighted at one end so as to float nearly
vertically

,
with its tip above water . Note the distance it

floats in a given number of seconds ; then seven-tenths the
mean number of feet a second gives the number of miles an
hour

,
in which terms the velocity should be stated .

1 3 9. The materials usually available in the field are timber of
all sorts and sizes

,
railway plant

,
hemp or wire rope and floating

material.
The difierent parts can be fastened together with rope or

Wire , iron bolts and nuts ,
spikes and dogs

,
iron straps

, &c.

The simplest construction consists of round spars lashed
together with rope or wire

,
but S (ihared timbers , e.g.

,
timber as

used in the construction ofhouses
,
and iron fastenings . are often

more easily obtained than spars and rope . Iron lastenings .

however
,
necessitate a few carpenter’s tools .

1 40 . The form of bridge will vary according to the materials
available

,
the tralho expected and the nature

,
breadth

,
depth

,

&c .
,
of the span to be bridged .

When bottom can be touched throughout
,
a trestle bridge

(P1 . 49, Fig . or some form akin to it
,
will generally be the

most economical in material and the easiest to make . The
method of constructing it should be thoroughly understood .

When there is no available bottom the bridge becomes more
complicated? Simp le bridges for small spans are the single
lock bridge , the double lock bridge,

and the cantilever bridge
(numbers used in the North of India) . These are described in
Part 1 1 . Where float ingmaterial is available and depth of
water and current are suitable

,
a floating bridge will be the

quickest and simplest to make . For long spans where bottom
cannot be touched , tension or suspension bridges

,
or

some form of girder bridge
,
may be suitable , but their

construction requires skilled labour and will not be dealt with
here .

Fig . 3 shows a combination of frame and trestle
,
Fig . 4

of floating piers and trestle —the depth of the gap in each
case necessitating some support other than trestle .
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Baulke.

Strength

CHAPTER XIV .
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Rack lashings should be applied at intervals of 4 foot or
5 feet .
1 4 6 . The number of baulks depends upon the size of the

timber available . They should be sufficiently close together
to support the chesses .

1 47. The di stance bridged by one set of baulks
, 75.e.

,
the

distance between any two transoms, is called a bay.

The length of bays depends chiefly upon the size of available
baulks 1 0 feet to 1 5 feet is a convenient length .

When the trestles are large
,
material and labour should

be economised by making the bay as wide as the length
and strength of the available road-bearers will allow.

1 48. Whatever arm of the service it is constructed to carry
,

of b l'idges a bridge should be capable of supporting it when crowded

Camber .

in the formation for which it is intended . Thus a bridge
intended to carry infantry in fours should be strong enough to
take infantry in fours when crowded .

A bridge that will carry infantry in fours crowded at
a check will carry field guns and 5 -inch howitzers and most of
the ordinary wagons that accomp any an army in the field.

Timbers of bridges for carrying heavier weights
,
e.g.

,
gun s

of position , should be calculated (see Part
The following approximate dimensions for Spars of unselected

timber are necessary for carrying infantry in fours crowded
For bays of 1 5 feet—Road bearing transoms

,
mean

diameter
,
1 0 inches . Baulks (six), mean diameter,

7 inches .

For bay s of 1 2 feet— l inch less than above will suffice.

Other timbers not afiected by length ofbay
Ledgers and handrails , mean diameter , 4 inches to 6 inches .
Braces and ribands , 3 inches at tip .

Legs , trestle , mean diame ter , 6 inches .
These dimensions are calculated for spars of rather weak

wood
,
such as larch

,
and allow for a factor of safety of three .

Five road-bearers are enough for selected spars .

1 49. The roadway is generally constructed with a slight rise
towards the centre of the bridge to allow of subsequent settle
ment this is technically called the camber, and should be about

3
1

3
of the span .
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1 5 0 . Regulations for the passage of tr0 0 ps over field bridges Ifrecau
are laid down in Combined Training , 1 90 5

,
See . 2 7 ,

none
.

to be

With the officer in charge rests the responsibility of no used 1“
assage of

physical obstacles occurn ng to cause checks or crowd1 ng ongfi dges‘

the bridge itself .
The passage of troops ofi a bridge should be always

expedited
,
their passage on to it carefully regulated , and , when

necessary
,
checked by material obstacles .

The officer superintending the construction of a bridge
is responsible that it is strong enough to support the weight
it is intended to carry . To prevent it being over-strained he
should place a signboard at either end, stating the greatest
permissible load

,
thus z

Bridge to carry infantry in fours .

Bridge t o carry infantry in file.

”

Bridge to carry guns not heavier than 1 3 -pr.

TRE STLE BRIDGES .

1 5 1 . Trestles made of Spars lashed together with rope or Lashed
wire may be of three kinds— two

,
three

,
or four-legged .

SP4 r

The ordinary form of two-legged trestles is shown in P1 . 5 0 ,
“esaes'

Fig. 2 .

1 5 2 . To make trestles for a particular bridge the centre line of O rder of

the bridge should be marked out on either side él the gap ,
and a work

section of the gap laid out on flat ground showing the depth of
the gap at each trestle (two sections , if the depth on one side of
the bridge is difierent to that on the other). For each trestle
the position of the lashing on the transom is dependent on the
width of the roadway

,
and the lashing on the legdependent on

the depth of the gap allowing an outward splay of The
ledgers are usually lashed on about 1 foot from the bottom of
the leg, parallel to the transom ,

their point of lashing depending
on the length and Splay oi the leg. For a muddy bottom
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the ledgers should be close to the butts , so as to take the mud
for a rocky bottom they should be high enough up not to
touch .

Square lashings (see Sec . 1 29) must be used . The braces
are put on the frame with both butts and one tip on the
same side

,
the second tip on the reverse side ; their butts

can be lashed simultaneously with the ledger and transom .

The frame must then be squared by testing the di agonals ,
measuring from the centre of the ledger lashing to the centre
of the transom lashing on the opposite leg, and the frame must
be adj usted till these measurements are equal. The braces can
then be lashed at the tips and crossing point .
It the timber is weak both legs and transom can be doubled .

Ledgers and diagonal braces can be of light material
,
as little

strain is brought upon them
,
but they should be well lashed .

When the water is very shallow the trestles can be carried
out and placed by men working in the water . When the water
is too deep for this they can be carried on to the bridge and
lowered feet first down inclined spars to their final position

,

or taken out on rafts and by means of guys taken to shore
tipped up into position .

Two-legged trestles are kept upright by lashing the road
bearers to the transoms and by cross-bracing from each trestle
to its neighbour (see Pl. 49, Fig . the nearest trestles to the
banks on either side being rigidly connected thereto by light
spars lashed to the tips ofthe legs and to bollards on the bank .

These light spars are put on before the trestle is launched ,
and help to get it into position

,
they also serve as handrails

when the roadway is placed .

1 5 3 . PI. 5 1 Fig. 1
,
shows three-legged trestles

,
UWO of which

are required for the suppor t ofa single transom : to make them ,

it 1 8 best to lash two legs together by a sheer leshing, open them
out , and then add the third leg or prypole (see F1 0 the
t restle must t en be up-ended the feet placed on the angles of
an equilateral triangle with sides of about halt the height , and
three light ledgers attached .

The advantages of tripod trestles are that they utilise light
material, will stand without bracing, and admit ofmore ready
adj ustment , raising or lowering , of the roadway than either
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Fig . 4 shows a method of roughly trussing a log, frequently
used in Canada .

FLOATING BRIDGE S .

1 5 7. In selecting a site for a float ingbridge it should be
remembered that the bed ofthe river should afford good holding
ground for anchors if required .

The use that can be made of islands to economise material
should be noted .

Roadway. 1 5 8. The roadway of float ing bridges is similar to that
already described in Sec . 1 41 ; wide roadways are preferable
to narrow ones

,
on account of their great steadines

Buoyancy. 1 5 9. Each pier must have enough available buoyancy to
support the heaviest load that can be brought on to one bay
of the bridge . No extra allowance need be made if the load
is live .

The length of the piers should be at least twice the breadth
of the roadway for the sake of steadiness and they may be
connected together at their ends by tie baulks or lashings .
The waterway between the piers should never be less , and

should it possible be more
,
than the width of those piers .

Floating piers may be made from Specially constructed
pontoons

,
boats

,
casks

,
or timber rafts ; inflated skins

,
or

anything that will float
,
may have to be resorted to on emer

gencv.

Boa ts. 1 60 . Open boats should not
,
except in sluggish water , be

immersed deeper than within 1 foot of the gunwale
,
and a

still larger limit of safety will be required in rough water or a
violent current . They should be placed in bridge how on

to the current
,
and slightly down as the stern ; or if the

river is tidal they must be placed alternately bow and stern.

If the boats be not each buoyant enough to form a pier
,

they may be used in pairs (Fig . 2 ,
PI. The stems are

lashed together
,
and the spars AA

1
BB

l
are held over the side ;

{our 2 -inch ropes at AR, CD , CD ] , A,B 1 ,
are passed under the

boats and secured to the poles
,
and four double ropes are

passed round the latter at the same points and cross over the
boats these ropes are racked up tight . Crosspieces

,
MM

,
are

then lashed to the poles and thwarts
,
and blocks on the thwarts
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at EE support the saddle beam, which is lashed to the thwarts
and to the stern rings of the boats .
Few boats

,
with the excep tion of heavy barges

,
are strong

enough to allow of the baulks resting on their gunwales .

A central transom should be improvised
,
which can generally

be done by resting a transom on the thwarts
,
and blocking them

up from underneath
,
thus bringing the weight directly on

to the kelson . This arrangement is shown in Fig . 1
,
PI. 5 3 .

1 6 1 . The available buoyancy of a boat may be (most simply) Buoyancy
determined by loading it with unarmed men to such a depth of boats.

as is considered safe
,
usually within 6 inches of the gunwale

in sluggish streams and 1 foot in rapid
,
and multiplying this

number by 1 60 . The result gives the available buoyancy in
pounds .
1 62 . The usual method of forming a number of large casks Piers of

into a pier is shown in Figs . 1 , 2 ,
and 3 , PI. 5 4. The casks are 0 3 3 1 “

laid bung uppermost , and lined , two baulks technically known as
gunn els (GG) are placed over the ends , and the slings (SS)
are secured under the ends of the casks to ' the gunnels .
Between each pair of casks

,
on each side

,
a brace is secured

on the sling , and is then led round the gunnel ; the Opposite
braces are crossed and secured again on their own side .

A knot must be made as shown near the standing end of
the braces to prevent the crossed parts shpping. Care must
be taken that the braces are pulled taut ; thi s is best done
by rocking the barrels

,
at the same time hauling in the

slack . For large piers the sling should be 2%-inch to 3 -inch
rope , the braces can be of lé-inch rope . (For a detailed
description of thi s method

,
see Part

1 63 . Fig . 4 suggests a method useful for smaller casks .
Small piers of three or more casks

,
aa

,
65 , cc, being made as

above described
,
and subsequently united by two large

gunnels
,
X

,
X.

1 6 4 . Figs . 5 and 9,
show another method useful for medium

sized casks . The braces are first fastened to a gunnel and
stretched out perpendicularly to it the casks are then placed
in two rows , end to end , on each side of the baulk and over their
own braces . On the casks are laid two gunnels , loosely lashed
together at the ends and at one or two intermediate points ,
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the distance between them being less than a bung diameter
,

the braces are then secured to the gunnels by two round turns
and two hali-hitches the lashings connecting the gunnels
are then racked up ,

and finally the two at the ends are secured
to the underneath baulk by lashings , which are also racked
up taut . Other methods can be readily devised according to
the material available , e.g.

,
the cask can be completely

enclo sed in a wooden framework , the parts of which are
lashed or nailed together (see Figs . 6 , 7 , and 8.

fie baulks .
1 6 5 . Piers of casks when in bridge should always be rigidly

connected to each other at their ends b y tie baulks, which must
be lashed to both gunnels of each pier ; the roadway baulks
can then be laid

,
without lashing if rectangular they should

rest on both gunnels of each pier .
If

,
however

,
the baulks are round

,
or there is likely to be much

sway on the bridge
,
and especially for animal traffic, it gives

additional security to lash
,
at any rate

,
some of the baulks

both to each other and their overlap
,
and also to the gunnels .

H eadless casks must be enclosed vertically in a specially
prepared framework .

1 6 6 . To form a raft
,
the logs should be placed side by side

,

thick and thin ends alternating they should then be strongly
secured with rope

,
and

,
ifpossible

,
by cross and diagonal pieces

of timber fastened by spikes or wooden trenails ; or the logs
can themselves be connected by dogs .
If a raft is to be used as a pier in a bridge

,
it will frequently

be necessary to place the logs in two layers
,
to avoid obstructing

the waterway. A central raised transom must be used .

The up-stream end of the raft may, with advantage , be slightly
convex.

Rafts are most easily put together and manipulated in the
water .

Anchoring 1 6 7. Anchors are of Various weights . For ordinary bridge
Of b ridges work 5 6-lb . anchors , with a reserve of 1 1 2 -lb . anchors , will

generally suffice for moderate streams .
The cables are generally of 3 -inch rope . The length of cable
out should be ten times the depth of the stream

,
and rarely

less than 3 0 yards . The cable is attached to the ring of the
anchor (PI. 5 5 , Fig . 1 ) by a fisherman

’

s bend ; a buoy should
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be attached to the anchor by a buoyline of 1
-inch rope

,
fastened

to a ring of the buoy by a fisherman
’

s bend
,
and round the

crown of the anchor , with a clove hitch Split by the shank ,
and two hall -hitches round the shank. The use of the buoy is
to mark the position of the anchor and serve as a means of
raising it .

As a rule there should be an up stream and down-stream
anchor to every second pier of a floatingbridge .

If anchors are scarce , one may be made to serve for two
piers by attaching two cables to it on the down-stream side
of the bridge

,
as shown in Fig . 2 .

Care must be taken before. hearingan anchor overboard to see
that it is carefully stocked.

Timbe r rafts and cask piers being
,
as a rule

,
a greater strain

on anchors than boats or pontoons .

In a very rapid current, anchors can seldom be trusted .

The bridge must then be secured to a hawser stretched across
the river “up Wire rope is convenient for the purpose

(Fig Short bridges can be kept steady by cables stretched
from the piers to the banks

,
up and down stream (Fig .

1 68. The following are substitutes for anchors :
Two or more pickaxes lashed together .
H eaV V weights

,
such as large stones or raila irons

the latter are best when bent .

Nets filled with stones— remarkably eiiective on rocky
bottoms .

1 69. 4 bridge can be formed by boomingout
,
7 the head Methods

of the bridge already constructed is continually pushed out Ofform ing
into the stream

,
fresh materials being added at the tail. This flof

‘

géggmethod economises the distance the materials have to be Boom ing
ca 1 ried , but necessitates a certain number of men working out .
in the water and cannot be used when the banks are steep ,
and there is deep water close in shore , as for instance , in the
case of a wharf wall.
In fern i 19 up . material is continually added to the head Forming

of the bridge , the tail being stationary . This method is up
uninfluenced by the nature of the banks

,
no men being required

to work 1 n the water Its only drawback IS the distance the
roadway materials have to be carried.

(5 289)
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Rafting. In rafting, the bridge is put t ogether in different portions or
rafts along the shore . each raft consisting of two or more piers ,
which rafts are successivelv warped, rowed,

or towed into
their proper positions in bridge .

This method has the advantage that a large number of men
can be employed simultaneously and if secrecy b e

. an obj ect
,

the various portions can be constructed at some distance
from the eventual site of the bridge , and a favourable oppor

tunity seized for its construction .

Swinging. In swinging
,
an entire bridge is constructed alongshore

,

and then swung across with the stream .

A long bridge can be constructed by a combination of two
or more of the above methods .

513
”n If a bridge has to remain down for some time

,
arrangements

8’

mus t be made for the passage of the river traffic
,
which can be

done by having two or more rafts
,
at the centre of the bridge ,

arranged for forming cut as requi r ed ; or the two halves
ofthe bridge may be swung , to afiord the requisite passage .

Protection 1 70 . Arrangements must always be made
,
up

-stream , for

g
h fioatmg the protection of a bridge from damage by floating substances ,
r1dges.

e 1 ther by a boat patrol or by stretchi ng a net or some inter
ceptingobstacle across the stream .

Passage of 1 71 . If heavy siege artillery has to be passed over a broad
heai y river it will generally be most economical of material to con
amuery‘ struct the bridge of only sufi

‘
icient strength for the ordinary

t raffic , and to warp the guns across on rafts constructed of
sufficient strength for the purpose .

Passage of 1 72 . To keep rifles and ammunition dry when men swim
arms and across a river

,
small raft s can be made of waterproof kitbags

?gf
um '

filled with straw ,
blown-out mas aks (water-skins), cooking

kettles or any similar vessels
,
which should be placed mouth

downwards .

Ferries The simplest form of permanent ierry consists of ropes
and flying stretched across the river by means of which raft s can be
b ridges. sheered or hauled backwards and forwards from bank to bank .

If it be not convenient
,
for the sake of t raffic or other reasons .

to stretch a rop e across the stream . recourse may be had,
it

the current is rapid and regular
,
to a flyingbridge , which is one

in which the action of the narrent is made to move a boat or
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raft across the stream by acting obliquely against its side ,
which should be kept

'

at an angle of about 5 5 ° with the current .
(P1 . 5 6 , Fig .

Long narrow deep boats with Ve rtical sides
,
to which lee

boards can be attached , are the best for the purpose , and
straight reaches the most suitable places

,
as they are generally

free from irregularities of current or backwaters .
The cable

,
which. should, if possible , float , such as coir rope ,

can either be anchored in mid-stream
,
in which case the raft

can swing between two landing piers ; or two cables may be
used

,
one anchored on either bank

,
as shown in Fig . 2 . This

method requires less skill in manipulation
,
but necessitates

two cables and four piers .
The length of a swinging cable should be one and a hall to

two times the breadth of the river
,
and it will work better it

supported on intermediate buoys or floats to prevent it from
dragging in the water .
Telegraph wire

,
buoyed up as above , on meat tins , makes

a good swinging cable . Another way is to stretch a wire
cable across the river

,
and arrange the raft so as to travel

along it (see Fig . 4
,
PI.

1 7 3 . The following depths are fordable
For infantry

,
3 feet .

For cavalry
,
4 feet .

Artillery
,
2 feet 4 inches .

Gravelly bottoms are best
,
sandy bottoms are bad

,
as the sand

gets stirred up ,
and the depth of water thus increases .

Fords should be clearly marked by long pickets driven into
the river bed above and below the lord

,
their heads b eingr

connected by a strong rope . It is well to mark the pickets in
order that any rise ofthe water may be at once evident .
The depth of a river is generally most uniform in straight

parts ; at bends the depth will generally be greater at the
concave bank and less at the convex . Thus . in PI. 5 6 ,

Fig . 1 ,
the depth will probably be above the average at C and F,

and there will be shallow spits at D and E .

For this reason a river which is not anywhere fordable s traight
across may be found passable in a slanting direction between
two bends , as at A B,

Fig . 1 .

(5 289)
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COOKING.

1 74. To cook for a large party, the most economical method
is to dig or build up a long trench for the fire. place the kettles
on it (its width not being sufficien t to allow them to drop into
it ), and cover up between them with stones and clay , that the
fire, fed from the windward end , may draw right through .

A chimney can be built at the other end to increase the draught .
The section of a typical trench for this purpose is shown in

Fig . 1
,
P1 . 5 7.

The chimney can be built of sods
,
and is supported where it

passes over the trenches
,
by flat stones , slates , wood covered

with clay
,
&c. The inside of the trenches and of the chimney

may be plastered with clay
,
which makes them last longer .

Several such trenches may be combined , as shown in Fig . 2
,

to form what is known as the parallel or rectangular kitchen ,

or three trenches may converge to one fiue, as shown in Fig. 3

forming what is known as the broad arrowkitchen .

1 75 . The gridiron kitchen (Aldershot pattern) is shown in
PI. 5 8.

1 76 . PI. 5 7, figs. 4 and 5 , gives details of a covered kitchen,
suitable for standing camps . The roof may be covered with
tarpaulins

,
or in the manner described in Section 1 93 .

1 77 . For a small party the cooking may be done by digging
a shallow trench

,
in the direction of the wind

,
to contain

the fuel. Small pieces of iron will be found very useful to
suppor t the kettle . Another way is not to excavate the ground
at all but to build up two rough walls of stones on the top
of which the kettle is placed .

The simplest and best arrangement for cooking m the field
for any party over 20

,
especially if the stay in camp is only

for one night
,
is to place a porportion of the kettles on the

ground in two parallel rows about 9 inches apart
,
handles out

wards , block the leeward end of the trench so formed with
another kettle , lay the fire and place over it one or two rows
ofkettles restingon those already placed in position (seePI.
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It is very important that a couple of inches of the driest
earth obtainable should be thrown over the soil twice daily ;
this

,
it carefully done , will prevent all smell and tend t o

prevent flies collecting . The earth may be dried by piling it
close t o the trenches of the field kitchens . Lime or charcoal
may also be used to deodorise the soil in the trenches .
On leaving camp the site of latrines should be carefully

marked .

Too much care cannot be bestowed in selecting the site ofthe
latrines ; since flies are very active agents in propagating
diseases

,
latrines mus t be placed well away from cook-houses .

Care must be taken that no filtration from them may reach the
water supply .

VVATER SUPPLY.

1 80 . Each man requires for drinking about 3 to 4 pints per
diem ; for drinking and cooking, 3 to 4 quarts ; for dr inking ,
cooking

,
and washing

,
3 to 4 gallons .

Each horse requires for drinking 5 to 1 0 gallons
,
according

to work and climate
,
soft wa ter being the best ; for cleaning ,

6 to 8 quarts (which may be salt) . Each mule or cx drinks
6 to 8 gallons ; each sheep or pig 6 to 8 pints . These are
minimum quantities .
H orses drink about 1 4 gallons at a time .
In calculating troughing

,
allow each horse five minutes

at the trough .

N.B .

-See also Combined Training
,
1 90 5 , Sec . 43 .

One cubic foot of water 64gallons (a gallon z

1 81 . The rough average yi eld ofa stream may be measured as
follows z— Select some 1 2 yards or 1 5 yards of the stream
where the channel is fairly uniform

,
and there are no eddies .

Take the breadth and average depth in feet in three or four
places . Drop in a chip of wood and find the time it takes to
travel, say, 3 0 feet . Thus obtain the surface velocity in
feet per second . Four-filths of this will give the mean velocity,

and this mul tiplied by the sectional area in square feet will
give the yield per second in cubic feet of water .
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1 86 . If the supply be from Springs
,
each springhead should be

Opened up and surrounded by a low puddled wall to keep out

surface water . Casks or cylinders made of brushwood
,
like

gabions , make good linings for springs . After they are placed
,

puddled clay may be worked down between the banks and the
cask or cyhnders. The overflow may be received into a suc
cession of casks or half barrels (which may with advantage
have their insides charred) let into the ground close t oget he1 ,
the overflow from the first passing into the second

,
and so on

or deep narrow tanks with puddled sides may be constructed
to catch the overflow.

Water from small ponds and shallow wells should be avoided
,

if there be a choice .

Pumps 1 87 . The lift and force pump is in most general use in the
service . It is worked by two men . It can lift water from a
depth of 20 feet to 28 feet

,
and force the water t o a height of

60 feet from its former level
,
delivering 1 2 gallons per minute .

PURIFYING WATER.

Boiling.
1 88. The best method of purifying water is by boiling.

It gets rid of temporary hardness
,
renders dissolved organic

matter harmless
,
and when carried out effectually practically

destroys all micro-organisms . The water should be kept at the
boil for at least five minutes .

Boiled water should be aerated before use . This c an be done
by passing through a sieve . Improvised methods can be
arranged according to the means at disposal. Empty biscuit
tins pierced with small holes suspended over a storage tank
do very well for this purpose .

Care is necessary to prevent the addition of fresh impurities
during aeration and distribution .

Filtration .

1 89. As it is not always possible to provide means of boiling
water on a large scale

,
filtrat ion must be resorted to .

Formerly mechanical filtrat ion only was attempted and a
clear Sparkling water was considered good . Efforts are now
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directed to remove mechanical and chemical impurities as
well as micro-organisms . Several filters have been brought
before the public

,
all claiming to effect these purposes . The

type most familiar is the Berkefeld filter . These filters
,

it treated with care and strict attention to detail
,
work satis

factorily. Their chief defect is a very slow delivery when water
containing a large percentage of suspended matter is used .

The porcelain candles become almost impervious when coated
with fine mud and constant cleaning is necessary . This

,

however
,
is an easy process .

Dirty water should be strained before filtering. A good
method is to tack a sheet on t o a wooden frame so as to form a
bag or basin ; put a couple of handfuls of wood ashes in the
bottom

,
and then pour on the water

,
allowing it to percolate

into a receptacle beneath .

1 90 . Chemicals are sometimes added either : (a)to precipitate Addit ion
suspended matters (b) to remove hardness or (c) to oxidise Of

organic impurities . (a)Muddy water may be cleared by adding
dwmwals‘

alum . Six grains of crystallised alum per gallon is sufficient .

It should be added some hours before the water is required .

(6) Water can be softened by the addition of limewater for
drinking and carbonate of soda for washing purposes . The
latter is unsuitable for drinking water as it gives an unpleasant
taste . (0 ) Permanganate of potash (Condy

’

s fluid) removes
ofiensive smell from water and to some extent oxidises dissolved
organic matter . It should be added until a faint tint remains
permanent . It has not a disagreeable taste .

SHELTERS AND HUTS .

1 91 . Bivouacs are but seldom resorted to except in the neigh Bivouacs
bourhood of an enemy

,
when military rather than sanitary

considerations are ofprimary importance . The following are
the chief points to borne in mind in determining the sites
for bivouacs
In the presence of an enemy

,
tactical considerations

,
e.g.

, Choice of

favourable ground for defence in the event of attack
,
conceal ground
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ment
,
facilities of protection

,
and consequently

,
economy

in outposts are of the firs t importance . The comfort of the
troops

,
in conj unction with sanitary conditions , is the next

consideration .

A good water supply is essential
,
but cons iderations of

safety may necessitate a camp or bivouac being placed at
some distance from it . Other points to be considered are the
facilities which a site offers for obtaining shelter

,
fuel

,
forage

and straw .

The site for a camp or bivouac should be dry
,
and on grass

if possible . Steep slopes should be avoided . Large woods
with undergrowth

,
low meadows

,
and newly turned soil

are apt to be unhealthy . Clay is usually damp . Ravines
and watercourses are dangerous sites

,
as a sudden fall of

rain may convert them into streams .
If the occupation is to be oi. a permanent nature

,
as

in investment warfare and the defence of strategical points
,

the men ought to be hutted .

1 92 . P1 . 62 suggests methods of forming simple shelters .
Fig . 1 . Two forked sticks driven into the ground with a pole
resting on them ; branches are then laid resting on the pole ,
thick end uppermost . at an angle of about and the screen
made good with smaller branches

,
ferns

,
&c.

A hurdle may be supported and treated in a similar way.

Fig . 2 . A waterproof sheet
,
blanket

,
or piece of canvas

secured by poles and string .

Fig . 3 . A tent d
’

alm
’

for four men
,
formed with two blankets

or waterproof sheets laced together at the ridge
,
the remaining

two blankets being available for cover inside .

Fig . 4 . A wall of straw or reeds nipped between two pairs
ofsticks

,
tied together at intervals.

Figs . 5 and 7 . Sentry box for standing camps .
When no other materials than earth and brushwood are
available , a comfortable bivouac for 1 2 men can be formed
by excavating a circle with a diameter of 1 8 feet

,
or there

abouts
,
and piling up the earth to form a wall 2 feet or 3 feet

high . The men lie down
,
like the spokes of a wheel

,
with their

feet towards the centre . Branches of trees
,
or brushwood stuck

into the wall
,
improve the shelter .
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1 93 . The materials of which huts are made depend upon the H uts.

resources of the locality , and are principally brushwood , logs ,
straw

,
reeds

,
clay

,
turf, and stones .

The best form of hut is generally rectangular in plan
,
with Plan .

sufficient width for two rows of beds , and a passage down the
centre

,
but

,
where the material available is of small size ,

one row of beds may be provided, or the hut may be made of
circular form . Awidth of at least 6 feet should be allowed for
each row of beds

,
and the passage may be from 2 feet to 4 feet

wide .

The accommodation may be calculated on active service AcqonlmO
at one man per foot in length of the hut

,
when there are two datlon ’

rows of beds
,
and one man to every 2 feet when only one row

on beds .
Fig . 1

,
PI. 63 , shows how the ordinary 6-foot hurdles may

be arranged to form a hut . A fascine at the ridge
,
with thatching

of straw
,
reeds

, &c .
,
may be used as roofing.

Hurdles may be made of special dimensions for butting H urdles.

purposes . Fig . 2 shows how a hurdle 1 0 feet long (measured
on the curve)may be made into a hut . The hurdle is constructed
on a curve slightly flatter than that it is intended to have

,

so that it is necessary to Spring it together to get it into position .

It is then secured with pickets
,
and covered with sods , or daubed

with clay in the manner described in Sec . 1 95 . The ground
forming the floor of the but may be 81 0 ped as shown before
putting on the hurdles .
Hurdles for hutting purposes should have the ends of the

pickets out 0 11 as close to the web as possible
,
so as to leave no

gaps between them .

1 94 . When brushwood of 2 inches or 3 inches diameter and Brush
1 4 feet or 1 5 feet long is available

,
a hut for a double row of WUOd

beds may be made as in Figs . 3 and 5 .

The section of the but being decided on
,
is laid out on the

ground from this the length of the rafters is obtained .

Each side of the roof is then made separately on the ground
as follows
Poles of 2 inches to 3 inches diameter are laid on the ground

parallel to each other
,
from 1 8 inches to 2 feet apart , as d a ,

in Fig . 4 , PI. 63 . These form the rafters . Ou thempe of the
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1 aiters, and at right angles to them ,
light rods or laths, 5 5 .

from 3, inch to 7
? inch thick are laid

,
the uppermost one being

a t such a distance from the bottom of the poles as will allow
the frames

,
when made , to lock at the desired height above the

ground , the lowermost one being within a few inches of the
bottom , and the interval between beingdivided according t o
the, length of the thatching or covering ma terial. The distance
apart ofthese laths should b e slightly less than half the length
of the covering material

,
so that the latter may be supported

t three points . With good Wheaten straw the interval may
be from 1 2 inches to 1 —1 feet . At each point of crossing the
laths and rafters are secured by a short length of one strand
of Sp un ya rn , and the frame thus made is afterwards stiffened
by diagonals lashed underneath .

The roofingmaterial. which may be unbroken straw,
rushes

,

long ierns
,
&c .

,
is now put ou . Commencing at the bottom ,

a layer 4 inches or 5 inches thick is equally laid over the three
lowest laths

,
ears or tcps downwards ; it is here secured b y

a light rod or thatehinq piece tied with Spun yarn at intervals
of 2 feet or 3 feet to the second lath from the bottom . A second
layer is now put on one lath higher up ,

and is secured in a
similar way to the third lath from the bottom ,

and so on
until the top is reached ; the last layer proj ecting over the
top lath

,
so that when the frames are locked the ends may

be twisted together to keep out wet (Fig . 6 , P1 . When
both frames are ready they are raised and looked

,
as in Fig . 3 .

Forked uprights and a ridge piece may be added to stifien the
roof .
Each side of theroof may be made in one piece , or if large
and inconvenient to move , in two sections . The ends of the
laths should proj ect about 2 feet beyond the extreme rafters ,
and are supported by the framework forming the Gable ends ,
Fig . 5 . The latter are made and thatched in a similar way to
the roof

,
and simultaneously with it , an opening being left

for a door .
In order to give addi tional headway, the passage may be sunk

as in Fig . 3 ,
with steps at each end , the earth being thrown

to the eaves as additional protection, and t o give more head
room when lying down . In very cold weather the whole
interior of the but may be excavated, fireplaces constructed
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rather longer than the width of the mat are taken and pushed
in between the yarns

,
and the bar

,
CD

,
being alternately

raised waist high and depressed to the ground
,
and passed

inside and outside the end pickets , so as to form a hitch .

Finally
,
the sides of the mat are trimmed to the right size

by a sharp pair of scissors or a knife , and the yarns finished
offat either end with reef knots .
The mat shown in Figs . 2 and 3 is formed by making

straw ropes and interlacing them on pickets driven into the
ground . If the straw ropes are carefullymade

,
this makes a

more durable mat than the previous one . (P1 .

CHAPTER XVI .
—HASTY DEMOLITIONS WITH
EXPLOSIVES .

EXPLOSIVES .

1 98. The service explosives available for hasty demolitions
in the field are guncotton , gunpowder , cordi te gun cotton being
specially carried for this purpose . Dynamite may also some
times be obtained locally .

C om For hasty demolitions guncotton is by far the best of the
13 3 1480 1“Of service explosives . Its chief advantages over gunpowder
(

3 1
1
53

5

5 150 1 ) are that for equivalent efiects a guncotton charge takes up

and much less room
,
and does not require the same amount of

powder . tamping
t
; it is therefore much more easily and quickly placed

and fired, which is an important point in hasty demolitions .

Tamping is covering th e charge over with ear th or other material

so as to confine the gases a t the commen cement of the explosion ,
and thus

develop their force more fully.
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The slabs have two holes in them , one to fit the 1 oz. primer
and the other the 2 oz. primer .

Cavalry pioneers carry special 1 lb . slabs .

Primers are carried dry in airtight tin eyhnders.

Use ofwet For auger holes and for necklaces round timber
,
dry gun

and dry cotton primers form the charge . Otherwise the charge is
gun cotton . always of wet slabs .

Details. The slabs can be out without danger with a sharp kni fe or
saw

,
care being taken to press the guncotton between boards

whilst it is being cut to prevent it flaking away . There is
a special clamp in the R E . equipment for doing this . The
guncotton should be kept damp .

M eans of A charge of wet guncotton is detonated by means of the
(letona

' explosion of a dry primer in close contact wi th it . The primer
t l on ' is exploded by means of a “detonator,

” the detonator is
detonated by means of either safety ” or “instantaneous
iuze

,

” which is lit by a fusee or other means . (For details
of detonators

,
fuzes

,
see See . 20 5 and onward . )

If dry primers are not available , a piece of wet guncotton
can be dried by exposure to the sun

,
and used instead .

2 0 0 . A charge is connected up for detonation as follows
The fuze (safety alone or safety with instantaneous) is cut

to the required length . The end to be ignited is cut on a slant
to expose as much of the composition as possible .

The end to be inserted in the detonator is cut straight across .

The straight cut end is then gently insert ed into the open
end of No . 8 detonator, from whi ch the paper cap has been
torn . This end of the detonator is then slightly bent (or with
new-pattern detonator

,
pinched) to make it grip on the luze

and so prevent its being withdrawn .

(Cavalry pioneers carry detonators with a short length of
safety fuze ready fixed , the fuze having a piece ofquickmateh

added to the end to facilitate lighting. )
The primer having been placed in close contact with one of

the slabs of the charge , either in one of the holes or tied to a
slab (see that the primer is dry), the small end of the detonator
is gently inserted into it so as to fill the entire length of the
hole . If the hole is too large , a piece of paper or grass must
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b e wrapped round the detonator to make it fit tight ; if too
small, it must be enlarged with the .rect ifier

’* or piece ofwood, Rectifiers.
but not with the detonator .
The charge must be in close contact with the object to be de Arrange .

molished, and all the slabs must be touchingeach other .
ment Of

Where the charge is a very long one
,
more than one detonator Charge‘

should be used .

The charge must extend across the whole length of the obj ect Placingof
to be cut . charge.

Arrangements must be made to prevent sparks from the
tuze falling on it and so setting it alight instead of detonating it
For calculation of charge

,
see Chapter XXI .

GUNPOWDER.

2 0 1 . Gunpowder is not so suitable for hasty demolitions as Details.

guncotton, and the larger the grain of the gunpowder the less
suitable it is

,
owing to its slow burning.

Except the larger grained prism and moulded powders
,

which are packed in cases
,
it is usually carried in barrels

,

the powder being contained in a waterproof bag inside the
barrels .
Powder is usually fired by safety or instantaneous fuze .

Igni tion .

A gun powder charge should be made up in as compact Makingup

a form as possible
,
and if sandbags filled wi th earth are used t he Charge

to tamp it
,
the charge should be ofthe same shape as the sand

bags .
A service sandbag will hold about 40 lbs. of gunpowder

,

which is about as much as a man can carry conveniently.

When a charge has to be placed under fire
,
and the amount is

greater than this
,
it should be divided amongst several bags ,

as required, rather than put into one large one . In this case
only one bag need be fuzed .

Rectifiers arc boxwood implements supplied 1 or enlargingthe per
forations in guncotton primers so as to take the shanks ofdetonators.

(5 289) r
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A gunpowder charge should not
,
as a rule

,
be spread evenly

along the whole breadth of the obj ect to be destroyed
,
but

should be divided up into portions , which may generally be
at a distance apar t of twi ce the thickness of the obj ect . The
several port ions must be fired simultaneously .

In the ease of a stockade or fort gate , one concentrated
charge will make a breach wide enough to admit of easy
entrance .

For the amount of charges suitable , see Chapter XXI .

CORD ITE .

Supply,
2 0 2 . Cordite can be used instead of guncotton or dynamite .

It may be obtained from gun cartridges , and would only be
used where no other explosive is available .

Makingup It must be detonated with a guncotton primer
,
and the

Cllal‘ge cordite should be tied up in a tight bundle with the primer ln

the centre .

The primer being conn ected up with No . 8 detona tor and
fuze as described for guncotton.

Its successful detonation is rather uncertain .

Placing As with guncotton
,
the charge must be in close contact with

Charge. the obj ect to be demolished .

The cordite must be covered up with fresh grassor leaves
to prevent the Sparks from the fuze setting it alight

,
which

happens very easily.

Amoun t of As for guncotton
,
see table , Chapter XXI.

charge.

DYNAMITE .

2 0 3 . Dynamite , where procurable , can be used instead of
guncotton.

For military purposes the only advantage that dynamite
has over guncotton is , that being plastic it is easier to fit into
narrow and irregular holes such as are used for blasting rock .
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The cap
,
with the fuze attached , is then inserted into one of

the dynamite cartridges almost as far as its length
,
and tied

into position.

Arrange For a bore hole for blasting , or an auger hole in timber, as
Of many cartridges as necessary are inserted . and each squeezed

in separately with a wooden rammer (see Fig . 7, PI. Iron
Boreholes. must not be used to ram with, and the ramming should b e

gently done .

The cartridge with de tonator or cap for firing should be the
last .
For other charges the dynamite should be tied up in as

compact a parcel as possible , and placed tight agamst the
obj ect

,
the means of detonation being in one cartridge .

All the cartridges of a charge must be in contact .
H ole for H oles for detonators or caps must be made with the rectifier
cal" or a piece ofwood.

Tamping. The tamping of a bore hole may be sand , clay, or wate r ,
but in the latter case the cap must be kept dry.

~C lleddite. A new explosive called cheddite is coming into use ; it has
about the same explosive e ffect as dynamite

,
and has the

advantage of not freezing at so high a temperature . It would
be useful in blasting work .

Use under For use under water dynamite and similar explosives should
“ate“ be tied in a waterproof bag (see PI. 68, Fig . 8)

MEANS or DETONATION AND IGNITION.

Detonators.

Detona 2 05 . There are two kinds of detonators in the service for
t ors for detonating guncotton ; only one will be here described.
guncot ton.

viz.
,
that called “Detonator No . 8 for safety fuze ”

; the
o ther

,
which requires electrical firing apparatus , being beyond

the Scope of this manual.
.

‘

No . 8 Fig. 1 , PI. 68, gives a section of this detonator . It consists
dcwm lm” of a brass tube painted red

,
the small end of which

,
A
,
contains
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For practical work the rate of burning can be taken as 3 to
4 feet per minute .

Old fuze should have its rate of burning tested before
being used . Fuze which has been more than six months or so

' in a tropical climate should be very carefully examined .

It is difficult to light safety fuze with a match or flame. A

portfire or vesuvian (fusee ) is best, but in the absence of such
-means ofignition . the head of a match inserted in the fuze and
lit by another match

,
forms a good method of lighting . A

glowing cigar
,
cigarette or pipe is also good for the purpose .

Instantaneous Fm e.

2 07. Consists of two strands of quick match enclosed in flax
and several layers of guttapercha and waterproof tape .

It burns at the rate of 3 0 yards a second, or practically ln
stantaneously it is packed in sealed tins holding 1 00 yards .

It is coloured ORANGE .

It can be distinguished in the dark from safety fuze by
feeling the open crossed thread snaking outside it .

Jelning Fuzes.

2 0 8. In firingcharges with instantaneous fuze , a piece of
safety fuze should be j oined on for lighting

,
in order to allow

time for getting away
,
except in special cases where the instan

taneous fuze used is long enough to admit of being lit from
a safe place .

To j oin safety and instantaneous fuze
,
cut the instantaneous

fuze on the slant so as to expose the quickmat ch for a short
length

,
also the safety fuze in the same way

,
taking care that

the composition is well laid open .

Jom these two surfaces together and bind up tight . A small
piece of wood 1 s useful as a Splint

,
and if handy

,
a little powder

or quickmatch can be put between the two fuzes (F1g 2 , P1 68) .
To join two lengths of instantaneous fuze , slit the outer

covering of each piece of instantaneous fuze at the end
,
i t

can then be turned to expose the quickmateh ; the strands are
then twisted together, the outer covering made to overlap the
j oint

,
and firmly fixed with twine ;
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.I omts in fuze can be made waterproof by wrapping them Water

round tight with indiarub b er tape smeared with indiarubb er P‘fl‘mfing
‘SOlutiOD

.
Which are articles '

oi R E . equipment . Ordinary 3
0mm“

tape and tallow would do for a short time against damp .

S imultaneous Charges.

2 09. Charges are best fired simultaneously by electricity .
Simulthi

When this is not available , it may be done as shown
‘

in i Fig . 3
,

PI. 68, by using equal lengths of instantaneous fuze , be
,

” e arges’

which are ignit ed at b by a length of safety fuze , ab .

The j oint at b
” can be made with a small bag or box

ofgunpowder , into which the end of the piece of safety fuze
and the ends of the instantaneous fuze are led,

the quick
match in the latter being exposed .

C are must be taken that the lengths of instantaneous fuze
are equal, irrespective oi the distance from the powder box to the
charges .

SUB STITUTE S FOR SERVICE FUZ E S .

2 1 0 . When serv1 ce fuzes are not available
,
means of firing

must be improvised .

Mealed powder (which is very fine), moistened , or ordmary Mealed

gunpowder ground into a fine paste with water between two POWdeP

p ieces of wood, can be pressed into a tube and used instead
of safety luze .

Thi s burns at the rate of 2 feet per minute
,
or slower

,
depend

ingon the dampness of the powder.
Powder hose

,
made up b y filling tubes of strong linen Powder

with fine powder
,
can be used instead of instantaneous fuze .

hose.

The tubes can be from 5 inch to 1 inch in diameter , made
from one strip of stuff they are loaded in lengths up to 2 0 feet
through a funnel. The lengthscan afterwards be j oined .

It burns at the rate of from 1 0 feet to 2 0 feet per second .

PRE CAUTIONS .

2 1 1 . For amount of explosive required
,
see Chapter XXI General

For cordite and dynamite use slightly more than is required “1 3 5 °

for guncotton.
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When possible
,
tamp all charges . If guncotton charges

are tamped
,
one-half the charges given in the table are sufficient .

For demolitions in the presence of the enemy, increase the
calculated charges by 5 0 per cent .
Detonators should be buried to prevent being exploded by

detonato rs stray bullets .
in camp .

Connect
ingup
detona

tors.

Connect
ingup
caps.

Protec

t ion to

detona~

t or for

lumping.

General .

When connecting up No . 8 detonators with fuze , the de
tonatingends of the fuze should not be pointed at anybody.

When carried out under fire
,
take ever)

r

precaut 1 on against
a possible lailure ; detail spare men to carry the stores to

replace casualties , and see that every man with the party has
t leg. means oflighting the cha rge.

For large charges of all sorts which cannot easily be got at
after t amping

,
and for demolition work where certainty and

rapidity are essential
,
it is a good rule to insert two luzes (and

detonators if required) in the charge in case one should p rove
faulty.

When pinching or bending the mouth of a detonator or cap
to grip the tuze

,
care should be taken not to s queeze the

detonating end .

When tamping a guncotton charge with earth
,
stones

,
&c .

,

the detonator should be protected from being knocked.

Make arrangements to prevent Sparks from the fuze causing
premature explosion of gunpowder charges

,
or setting fire to

guncotton .

Brickwork and Masonry.

2 1 2 . For the demolition of brickwork or masonry with gun
cotton, the charges worked out by the formulae in the table
will sometimes be too small to allow the whole length of the
breach to be cut

,
being covered with whole slabs touching each

other. In such a case z

(a) If guncotton is available , do not divide slabs , but add
extra slabs till the whole length to be cut is covered
by slabs touching each other .

(b) It plenty of guncotton is not available
,
cut some of

the slabs so as to make the charge stretch right across .
Smaller pieces than thirds of slabs should not b e
used .
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2 1 3 . Where there is a series of arches , as in a viaduct , the Brick and]

best result 1 8 got by cutting the piers and so bringing down two masonry

arches for each charge , but m hasty demolitions
o

thi s can only hlic
l

igesbe done when the piers are thin and high .

2 1 4 . The best explosive to use for thi s purpose is guncotton . H igh and

The charge should be placed where the section of the pier is thin piers.

smallest
,
and if possible a groove should be cut in the pier to

Gun

plaee the charge m ; this reduces T
” and also to some extent °°tt°n

tamps the charge . Otherwise the charge should be tied in a
continuous strip along a board . and this fixed on to the pierwith
the guncotton next it (P1 . 70 ,

Fig. 1
,
and PI. 69, Figs . 1 and

2 1 5 . The piers cannot be satisfactorily demolished with Gun .

gunpowder in haste
,
as the Speediest method of placmg the powder.

charge would take some time ; it would generally be better
to attack the arches .
The following is the quickest way of at tacking piers

Divide the whole charge into two or three parts , and as the
chambers cannot be cut in the pier

,
place the charges in pits

dug in the'

ground close alongside each pier . Tamp with earth
and fire simultaneously . It the piers are in water the above
cannot be done .

2 1 6 . The amount of guncotton and gunpowder for cutting Sh0 1 t and
short and thick piers is prohibitive

,
and the arches should be th ick

attacked . The best method of doing this IS to place a charge P1 9 1 3

at each haunch of the arch . Thi s ensures a much larger gap
being made than if only one charge were placed at the crown .

”

2 1 7. If guncotton be used, a trench must be dug down to the Gun

back of the arch ring at each haunch . Then the slabs (tied to cot ton .

a board if possible) should be laid all along the trench on the
back of the arch ring . If it is desired to economise the
explosive , tamping may be used , but it is not essential (P1 . 70 ,

2 1 8. If gunpowder be employed
,
the charge for each haunch Gun

should be divided into equal parts , which should be placed Powder :

about twice the thickness of the arch-ring apart from each
other

,
the outside ones being placed twice the thickness of the

arch-ring from the side walls
,
to avoid the charges blowing

out through the side walls . A pit must be dug for each
portion of the charge down to the back of the arch

,
and tamping

i s necessary equal to twice the thickness of the arch.
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In all cases the charges at both haunches should be fired
simultaneously.

When there is not enough time to reach the haunches
,

the crown (a ) may be attacked in a similar way, but the result
is not so satisfactory (PI. 70 , Fig .

2 1 9. Where time presses , small arches can be cut by gun
cot ton at the crown without digging through the roadway . The
charge to cut through the arch can be t ied in a continuous
strip along a plank, and this held up underneath the arch
by rop es from the parapet at the crown , with the guncotton
next the arch . These ropes should be windlassed up tight
so as to ensure contact between the guncotton and the arch .

The plank should be supported or trussed to prevent sagging
in the middle .

2 2 0 . To demolish a wall by guncotton, a groove should be
cut

,
if possible

,
for the charge in the wall ; it not possible

,

the charge should be laid against the wall. (See Pl. 70 ,

Figs . 2 and
With gunpowder the total charge should be divided up into

parts
,
each part being placed from the next a distance equal

to twice the thickness of the wall. Earth tamping should
be used .

To bring down the top of a wall, the length of the breach
cut must be not less than the height of the wall .

2 2 1 . For weakly-built houses
,
place a charge in the centre of

each room
,
shutting all doors and windows . If possible

,
fire

charges simultaneously by electricity . The amount of
explosive required depends on the size of the rooms and the
nature of the walls . Mud huts up to 1 8 it . square , with walls
2 feet thick at the bottom

,
have been destroy ed by about

4 lbs. of gun cotton placed inside the hut in one corner , all
openings being closed ; 6 to 1 2 lbs. of guncotton will probably
destroy a four-roomed cottage . For strongly-built buildings
it may be necessary to attack the walls .
2 2 2 . Towers such as those in the North-West Frontier of
India are usually 1 5 feet to 2 0 feet square in plan

,
with walls

3 feet or 4 feet thi ck
,
solid up to a height of 1 5 feet to 2 0 feet .

The walls cons ist of stone and mud
,
with layers of brushwood .

To blow down one of these
,
a tunnel should be made into the

centre of the tower under a layer of brushwood (which keeps
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t he root from falling in), and guncotton charges placed at
‘ the ends of the tunnel, the wholebeing tamped .

2 2 3 . Charge for a tower with a solid base of 1 5 feet side is Charges.

about 1 6 lbs.

Charge for a tower with a solid base of 2 5 feet side is about
2 4 lb s.

For hollow towers charges of 6 lb s. of guncotton placed inside
the tower at one corner

,
and in the centres of two adj acent

sides
,
fired simultaneously ,

will generally be effective

Timber.

22 4. It is more economical to destroy baulks of timber by T imb pr
cutting them down or burning them than by explosives

,
which uprigh ts.

would only be used when time presses .
2 25 . Of explosives guncotton is the best

,
and is most Gun

economically used when placed in auger holes bored horizon COW)“m

tally at the required height for cutting . For baulks up
to 1 8 inches di ameter one auger hole will suffice, b ored tto
j ust beyond the centre

,
the centre of the charge being in

the centre of the timber (P1 . 68, Fig .

For larger baulks two or more holes will be needed, bored
alongside each other

,
the intervening portion of wood being

cut away.

The whole charge should consist of primers 2 -oz. primers
in a 2-inch auger hole

,
or 1 -oz. primers in a 1 12 -inch auger hole ,

earth or clay being used for tamping . The luze may b e hung
on a nail or Splinter to take the weight 0 11 the detonator .

2 26 . Dynamite can be used in a similar manner . It must D ynamite.

be carefully and gently rammed to fit the auger hole .

2 2 7. To save the wood rom being splintered , or where great Necklace

haste 1 s necessary, the demolition can be done with a necklace ofgun
oi guncotton primers ; but this method is very wasteful of

°°t t°n

explosive , and can only be used for small timbers , and 1 s not P
rimers

even certain then .

Sufficient primers
,
threaded on a string

,
to reach all round the

timber . each primer touching the next and the timber, are hung
on nails . The detonator may be inserted in one of these
or in an extra primer tied to one of the others .
Timber may also be blown down by a charge of guncotton

in slabs . In this case a niche may be cut for it to decrease T .

”
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Timber may be made to fall in any required direction by
getting a strain on it beforehand with a rope .

Timb er or 2 28. The most convenient way to place a guncotton charge
t imb er and against a stockade

,
so as to ensure contact between the slabs

,

zggi
l

adfl
is to tie them beforehand on to a board, and to carry this up
with the guncotton attached ; a hole must be cut in the board
for the de t onator and fuze (PI. 69, Figs . 1 and
The board is placed with the guncotton next the stockade

,

and two pickets can be driven into the ground to keep it there
,

o r a couple of nails driven into the stockade , to which the

charge may be hung .

The length of the board and the charge must e qual the
breadth of the breech to b e made .

Gun 2 29. A gunpowder charge can be made up as follows (P1 . 69,
Powder Figs . 3 , 4 , and
M akiugup The powder should be placed m a well tarred sandbag

,
or

the Charge failing that
,
in one sandbag inside a second one . About half

the powder is first poured into the bag
,
and then the safety

fuze
,
knotted round a stick to prevent its being pulled out

,
is

Connecb inserted
,
a piece of stout wi re or a withe being also attached

ipgh
up to the stick

,
to help to support the fuze after it leaves the

means o f mouth of the bag . The rest ofthe powder is then poured into
ignition . the bag

,
and the mouth is secured with Spun yarn as shown

,
so

as to make it more easy to carry
,
a last seizing oi the spun

yarn being made round the fuze so that any pull on it will
fall on the Spun yarn and not on the fuze iteslf.

The fuze wi ll almost invariably ignite the charge by burning
through its wrapping as soon as it reaches the powder . The

necessary lengths of fuze should therefore be measured from
outside the mouth ofthe bag .

Instantaneous iuze in addition t o safety fuze should not b e
used where there is only one charge

,
as it increases the liability

to missfi 1 e.

p h c ing
2 3 0 . To place a bag against a gate or stockade

,
the precau

the charge. tions mentioned 1 n Sec . 2 1 1 should be observed , and , in addition
the men carrying the tamping bags should be thoroughly
drilled as to how the charge and tamping is to be placed .

The man carrying the powder bag on his shoulder leads the '

way
,
and placing the bag

,
fuze down-wind

,
and so that the fuze

does not curl up against the charge
,
against t he stockade

,
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If there is any doubt about the effect of one charge
,
the girder ’

should be cut at each end of a span .

In the case of girders built on the arch principal, two charges
should always be employed

,
with the obj ect of blowing away ,

a segment of the arch . (PI. 7 1 . Fig . In girders with an
Open web

,
the t 0 p and bottom flanges should be out . In ?

girders with a plate web (unless thi s is very thin relatively to the
flanges) both flanges and web should be out . When there is
a lack of explosive , the bottom flange is the most important to 1

cut .
Charges. The arrangement of the charges will depend on the section

of the girder to simplify the hring arrangements
,
they should

be divided up as little as possible . The charge for the top ;
flange will generally be placed on the top , and that for the
bottom flange underneath . In each case they will be most
easily fixed it fastened to a board . The charge for the web

,

if any
,
should be tied to a board , the ends of which can be wedged

up between the flanges .
Wh ere there is a choice between masonry and iron girder

bridges
,
the girder bridge ought

,
as a rule

,
to be attacked

,
as

the demoht ion of the
O

girder bri dge will be much quicker ,
and will save guncotton (see PI.

Rail s. 2 3 5 . Two thirds of a lb . of guncotton is necessary to destroy
heavy rails . Two thirds of a lb . is most conveniently got by

'

cutting a 1 —3~ lb . slab into thirds
,
as this size fits into the web

of the ordinary sized rail.
Six 2-oz. primers (with the detonator in one of them) will

als o do
,
but is not s o convenient to fix. Where the charge

can be wedged between the rails at points or a crossing
,
a

less charge will do this
,
as this tamps it .

Ou the straight line the slab should be tied tight into thé‘

web of a rail close to a chair on the same side as the key .

Lead strips are provided for fixing the slabs to the rail, but
string suffices (PI. 72 , Figs , 2 and or the key may b e .

removed and the charge put in its place . In the hasty
demolition of a railway line care must be taken that thebreak
is sufficiently broad , or the rails displaced , so as to ensure the
ste ppingof traffic.

An
'

effective way of damaging a railway line is by firing
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For a 3 -inch gun use 2 lbs.
,
and double the charge for

every inch increase in calibre , e.g.
, for a 4-inch gun

use 4 lbs.
,
and for a )5 -inch ,

8 lbs.

(4. A shell is not absolutely necessary for destroyinga gun
by the above method

,
but

,
if available , its use increases the

e ffect .

(For B .L. guns
,
if a crowbar or heavy hammer 1 s available ,

much damage can be done by opening the breechblock
and smashing the block and screw threads ln the breech , thus
saving explosive .

H eavy M. .L guns can be demolished by placing 4 lbs. of

guncotton at the bottom of the bore and tamping with sand or
wvater.

CHAPTER XVII .

— HASTYDEMOLITION OFRAILWAYS

AND TELEGRAPH S WITHOUT EXPLOSIVES .

Railways.

2 3 8. When a demolition is contemplated , all unnecessary
rolling stock should first be withdrawn . Simultaneously with
this

,
all reserves of railway plant and the most important

technical tools should be removed from the station
,
as well

as all individuals entrusted with the working of the railway ;
and the signals

,
first the electric and then the vi sual

,
should be

destroyed . The permanent way should be attacked
,
and either

destroyed or removed altogether
,
the most important item

being the destruction of as many points and crossings as .

possible ; and the engineering works , such as the bridges ,
‘

tunnels
,
embankments

,
and cuttings , would also be important

items in the demolition if the abandoned line could be of use to
the enemy alone .

2 3 9. Buildings not being indispensable to the traffic, are
seldom worth destroying .

The different workshop fittings should be taken away alto
gether

,
telegraphic apparatus and batteries removed and

handed over to the Director of Telegraphs
,
and stationary

engines made unserviceable by taking out the piston
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hammer . A variety ofthis style of demolition is to li ft up and
turn over whole portions of the railway, together with the
attached sleepers . This method is specially useful on high
embankments . The men are formed along a rail in single rank

,

outside of it and facing inwards , the rails at both flanks are dis
connected and at a signal they seize the rail, li ft it up with the
sleepers attached , and turn it over . Oi course the ballast
must be previously removed . Teams of horses or oxen can be
hooked on to the rails and used in like manner .
2 4 3 . Another method i s to divide the destroying party into

squads of ten men each , and to equip each party with two iron
hooks (Fig . 5 , Pl. two axes

,
and two ropes

,
each six yards

long and two levers . The irons are then fixed as shown . The
ropes attached to the ends of the levers are hauled on

,
the rails

twisted and the chairs destroy ed , one end of the rail being
previously disconnected . Each rail requi res about five

minutes’ work , so that in one hour a squad can destrov twelve
lengths of rail.
2 44. A fourth method of demolition is to take up the perma

nent way and remove it bodily in wagons . Where there is a
double line , the first line is removed by packing it into the
wagons which are alongside on the other line but the second
line has to be packed into wagons whi ch have been run up close
to the end of the second lin e itself . This is the most satisfactory
of all styles of demolition

,
but requires much time

,
and careful

arrangement ofthe necessarily large working parties.

Telegraph .

24 5 . The amount of damage that can be done in a short time
to a line oftelegraph depends chiefly on the number of separate
wires runn ing parallel to each other on the same poles in the
cas e of an aerial line

,
or the number of separate cables con

tained in the same set of pipes in a subterranean line . These
forms are by far the mos t likely to be encountered on service .
The case of a subaqueous lin e

,
which may sometimes be met

with
,
will be discussed later .

2 46 . It is assumed that the line to be destroyed lies in a
country occupied by the enemy

,
to which access has been
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obtained for a short time by a raid ; since if any part of the line
lay in a part of a country from which the enemy had been
expelled it would be of course easy either to disconnect the
wires and appropriate them,

or
, leaving the lines intact, to

interpose instruments , and thereby read any messages sent by
the enemy.

2 47. The poles can be readily cut or blown down, the easiest Destruo
and safest poles to attack being those that have stays . t if f} of

A rope should first be fixed to the top of the pole or thrown aemal lme'

over the wires in order to put on a strain tending to overthrow
the pole .
The pole should then be partly cut through at about 4 feet

from the ground . All hands should then commence to strain
on the rope

,
except one man

,
who should cut the stay through

with a file or pliers . The men on the rope must be sufficiently
far from the pole to be well clear of the wires when they fall.
The destructive effect will be increased by previously

cutting partly through the adj acent poles on each side , and ,
if several adj acent poles are also stayed , cutting their stay at
the same time .

Cast iron poles can easily be broken with a sledge hammer .
H aving brought down as much as possible of the line in this

way
,
the wires should be cut at each end as far as can be reached ,

and twisted up so as to be rendered useless . The insulators
should also be broken .

Any damage of this sort, however, can be quickly repaired by
the enemy using cable

,
and even the complete restoration of

poles and wires will not take very long to accomplish .

2 48. Probably an equal amount of delay could be occasioned Faults.

with less trouble by skilfully placing what are known as

faults on the line .

Faults consist of disconnections ,
”

leaks and contacts .
Disconnections are partial or complete breaks in the

continuity of the conductor .
Leaks are partial or complete connections of the conductor

to earth . A complete connection is known as dead earth .

”

Contacts ” are formed by one wire touching another or being
put in connection with it by some conductor. They are very
troublesome faults since they affect two lines , and cannot be

(5 2 89) G 2
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overcome
,
as other partial faults can be, by increasing the

battery power.
All art ificial faults , however , to be successful as causes of

delay require to be skilfully made
,
and the description of the

methods of making them is too technical to be suitable for
inclusion in this book.

2 49. If possession can be obtained of an office
,
wires can be

disconnected . Any papers connected with the working of the
line and

,
if possible

,
the instruments

,
should be sent to the

officer in charge of the field telegraphs .
Records of messages should be sent at once to the H ead

quarters .
2 5 0 . A subterranean line is naturally more difficult to

discover than an aerial one for this reason among others they
are now extensively emploved in countries liable t o invasion .

In England they are rarely met with except in large towns ,
where overhead wi res are dangerous .

The existence of such a line being known or suspected
,

marks should be searched for at equal distances apart
,
indicating

the position of test boxes .
These marks are usually about 1 00 yards apart

,
and generally

consist of blocks of wood or stone numbered in succession .

They would very probably
,
however

,
have been removed by

the enemy.

If not to be found where the line is known to exist
,
a cross

trench should be dugat right angles to the probable direction
ofthe line

,
about 2 feet deep

,
and in thi s way the pipes may be

discovered . These can then be dug up as far as possible
,
and

bent or otherwise destroyed if means are available
,
the wire

being pulled out and cut to pieces .
If possible the trench should be carefully filled in and all

traces removed .

2 5 1 . A subaqueous line is rarely employed except for
crossing seas or big rivers

,
but in time of war they may be

laid along the course of the rivers to connect towns on their
banks

,
as was done at Paris in the Franco-German war .

To destroy such a line it should be grappled for with a
grapnel

,
and when caught as large a piece as possible cut

out of it the piece should then be cut into smaller pieces and
thrown into deep water.
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is fr om 2 to 2 1; times as strong as iron wire rope . Wir e rope
can be worked

,
for field service , up to half its breaking strain.

Strength 2 5 5 . The following table gives the strength and weight of
Of Chain . ordinary crane chain

,
obtained chiefly by experiment (ordinary

commercial iron chain is not very reliable )

Test load.

2 5 6 . The st rength of a
'

lashing may be taken as i
;
of the

number of returns from the o bj ect lashed . e.g. ,
a square

lashing with four turns has a holding power of 45 x 1 6 x

strength of rope in the case of a hook lashed to a spar with
four turns it is gx 8 x strength of rope .

When using wire in lashings , multiply byginstead of

TIMBERS or BRIDGE S .

St rength 2 5 7 . The following are the maximum weights , which are
Of b ridges brought on by the passage of troops in marching order, per

lineal foot of bridge :
Infantry

,
in file

,
crowded at a check

,
2 1 cwt s .

in fours 5

Cavalry , ln single file, crowded at a check , 1 3 cwts .
in half sections

2 5 8. Maximum weight brought on a b ridge by howitzers ,
guns of position , &c.

5 -inch B .L. howitzer and R A. ammunition
wagons

,
Mark II with limber . Maximum

concentrated weight in one bay 3 0 cwts .

-inch Q.F. guns of position with limber
,
on

travelling carriage . Maximum distributed
weight
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2 5 9. Abridge that will carry infantry in fours crowded at a
check will carry any of the field guns and most of the ordinary
wagons that accompany an army in the field.

2 6 0 . Agood rough formula for calculating the necessary sizes Formula
for road b earers and transoms is given below. The formula for rect
includes a factor of l—é for live load , and gives a factor of 52531

1

3
1
.

safety of 3 it also allows for the weight of superstructure .

Unselected rectangular beams;

W
b

li
p
x K (A

Where W actua l distributed weight in cwts . (superstructure
not to be included).

6 breadth ofbeam in inche s .
d depth ofbeam in inches .
L length of span in feet.
K a variable quantity for different timbers (see below) .

2 6 1 . Unselected round spars
3

W xK (B)

The symbols being the same as for formula (A ) , b and d

being here equal, and round spars being only about $0 as

strong as square beams of
.
the same depth .

2 6 2 . For larch and cedar K 1 Values

Baltic fir K 5
ofK .

American yellow pine K

beech and English oak K

In the above formula , W is the distributed weight
,
such as

that of troops
,
on any Span .

2 6 3 . If it is wished to use these formulae for a concentrated Coneen
weight

,
such as a gun

,
the actual weight on the gun wheels lrated

must be multiplied by two to reduce it to the equivalent loads°

distributed load, when it can be substituted for W. When
,

as in the case of a transom
,
there are concentrated loads at Transoms.

more than four points along the span, it will be sufficient to
take the total as being di stributed .

2 64.

'

With several baulks under a roadway , the two outer Baulks.

ones can be assumed as taking only half as much of the weight
as the inner ones .



1 0 4 CHAPTER XVIII .

-STRENGTH OF MATERIALS
, ETC .

Thus
,
with five baulks , the outer baulks each bear 5 t otal

weight
,
the inne r baulks each bear 7

1 total weight . (In calcu

lating , the greater weight must be worked to . )
Rectangular beams are stronger on edge than on the flat ,

and should be always used on edge .

2 6 5 . In calculating the strength of a tapering spar when
used as a baulk

,
d is to be taken at the centre of the spar .

Experiment has proved that such baulks , when supported
at both ends and overloaded

,
will break in the centre , and

not at the small end .

Knowing b
,
d and L

,
from formula (A) or (B) we can find

W,
the safe distributed load

,
for these data . Knowing W,

and choosing L
,
a convenient length

,
we can find b and d,

the necessary section ofthe beam .

2 6 6 . A rough formula for strength of cantilevers is as

follows

W : 4figxK for square timbers.

W : the total live load which can be brought to bear
on the end of the cantilever in cwts .

L the length of the cantilever in feet.

3
2 hr in inches .

K a variable quanti ty according to the tree for
values, see Sec. 2 62 .

round spars
d_ 1 6I/V — g

—
o w o

L

These formulae give an allowance for superstructure and a

factor of safety of 3 .

2 67. Usefulfacts

One cubic foot of water 64gall ons ;
One gallon weighs 1 0 lbs.

BUOYANCY.

Buoyancy 2 68. In using closed vessels like casks for floatingpiers , the
Of“1 3 3 5 safe buoyancy for bridging purposes may be taken at "i

‘

h‘ the

actual buoyancy.
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1 0 6 CH APTER XVIII .
—STRENGTH or MATERIALS , ETC.

Buoyan cy 2 7 1 . The buoyancy of a logcan be obtained by multiplying
of t imb er . its cubic content by the difference between its weight per

cubic foot and that of a cubic foot of water
, Viz.

,
624 lb s.

The actual flotat ion then of the loggiven below ,
if it were

pine
,
would be

lb s.

As
,
however, timber absorbs a great deal of water, only gof

the above can be safely relied upon .

This available buoyancy will then be
— x 1 ,78 1 1bs.

2 72 . The contents in cubic feet of an unsquared logof timber
can be found by the following rule

L

21 (D
2 Dd dz).

Where L length of log in feet ,
D
,
d diameter at ends .

Thus
,
if the log is 3 feet and 2 feet

'

in diameter at the ends
and 2 0 feet long

2 0
the cubic contents 74 (

9 6

— 95 c . .1

2 7 3 . The following are approx1mately the weights per cubic
foot of difierent kinds of timber

Ash
,
English 46 lbs. Pine

Beech 43 Poplar
Chestnut 41 Sycamore
Elm 3 7 Teak , Indian
Fir 3 3 African
Larch 3 3

Maple 3 2

Oak, English 5 7

Willow
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Carrying

Derricks.

Sheers.

CHAPTER XIX.

-BLOCKS AND TACKLE S , ETC .

2 79 . In carrying spars , the party should be equally divided
on either side of the Spars

,
facing it

,
and sized from one end .

The spar should then be lifted
,
in two motions , on to the inner

shoulders
,
the party facing one way. In lowering a Spar

, the

party should slowly face inwards , and lower the butt end
first to the ground, and afterwards the tip .

280 . A derrick (Fig . 6 , PI. 48) is a single Spar set up with
four guys

,
secured with clove hitches . A tackle is lashed t o

the head
,
and the derrick can be used for raising and swinging

a weight into any position within its reach , which is about
one-fifth of its height . The anchorages for the guys should be
at a dis tance from the foot of the derrick equal to twice its
height . The foot should be let into a hole in the ground to
prevent its slipping .

In Fig . 6 ,
Pl. 74, a derrick is shown in the act of raising a

pair of sheers .
Fig. 8 shows a swinging derrick .

281 . Sheers (Fig . 4) require only two guys— a fore and

back guy . They should be fastened to the legs above the
crutch by clove hitches , the back guy to the fore Spar, and
vice versd, so that their action may tend to draw the Spars
closer together and not strain the lashing . The minimum
distance of the anchorages should be double the height .
The upper block of the tackle is hooked to a sling of rope or

chain passed over the crutch . Sheers can
,
as a rule , be used

for heavier weights than derricks
,
but can only move them in a

vertical plane passing between the legs . The feet of sheers
must be secured or let into holes in the ground . The distance
apart of the legs should not be more than one-third the length
of the leg up to the crutch , and the sheers not to be heeled
over more than one-fii th of their height .
282 . The legs of the sheers are laid side by side on a skid , and

kept 2 inches apart by a wedge . The lashing is commenced
with a clove hitch on one Spar

,
carried sixor more times

upwards round both Spars without riding , then two frapping
turns , and finished off with two half hitches round the other
Spar. (Figs. 1 and 2 , Pl. 7
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CHAPTER XX .

— FRAME BRIDGE S , ETC .

Supposing that the central span is too large for available
timbe rs

,
then more rows of cantilevers are placed on the first

row aa , two more transoms tt are placed near the proj e cting
ends and the roadb earers r r are placed in position. There are

generally more cantilevers in the bottom row than in the row
above and so on. Figs . 5 and 6 .

The step from top row of cantilevers t o top of central road
bearers can be avoided by lashing the top transom underneath
the ends of the top row of cantilevers instead ofplacing it on
the top , or an extra row of roadbearers may b e added above
the top row of cantilevers . In the case of a long bridge a
few wire ties are a great improvement, as they stiffen the

Fbridge greatly. Fig. 4 .

2 86 . The following are simple types of frame bridges

(a) S ingle Lock.

— Support ing one central transom
,
and

sufiicingfor a span up to 3 0 feet .

(6) Double Lock.

—Furnishing two transoms
,
span up to

45 feet .

They are not so generally useful as trestle bridges .
The Span of a frame bridge is the horizontal distance

between the footings of the frames
,
and is independent of anV

increase of span due to sloping banks or bays of trestles .

2 87. A single-lock bridge (PI. 77) consists of two frame s
locking together ; one frame must therefore be narrower than
the other.

288. A double-lock bridge (Pl. 77) consists of two frames
held apart by distance pieces . The frames must therefore be
t he same width.

The frames are nearly identical with two-legged trestles

(Fig. 2 . P1 . 5 0 ) but the slope of the legs is not so great ,
2—
1

9

generally suh
‘
icmg, and the transom and ledger are lashed on

on Oppo site sides of the legs , transom on the shore side so as

to bear on the legs , ledger on t he outer side so as not to
interfere with the footings . Before lowering the frames into
their places foot ings mus t be prepared , holdfasts driven , fore
and back guys attached to the top of each leg,

and foot ropes
attached to each leg below the ledger. The frames are then
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S truts.

Bracing.

C orbel.

CH APTER XX .
— FRAME BRIDGE S , ETC .

made in two or more tiers . In this case the upper tiers must
not be made too heavy

,
or they will be ve ry difficult to hoist

into position . The groundsills of the lower tier must be strong
enough to support and distribute the weight of the uprights .

Where the soil is firm and can be levelled to an even bed
,
no

other foundation than the groundsill is necessary ; where the
soil is soft a low crib pier may be made to distribute the weight .
The adj oining capsill and groundsill, where one trestle rests

on another
,
need not be verystrong . A 3 -inch plank will suffice

for each
,
and may be spiked to the uprights . In this case

the uprights may be fixed in position with cleats
,
and dogged

to each other (P1 . 78, Fig .

2 9 1 . The inclination of the struts depend to some extent
on the height

,
width and length of the bridge . They are not

essential for wide bridges ofno great height .
Struts for railway bridges must have a greater inclination

than for ordinary bridges to provide for wind pressure on the
side of the train tending to overturn the whole structure .

This is especially the case when the bridge is high and long .

2 92 . For the arrangement of the diagonal bracing , see

Plates 78 and 79.

The ends of struts should not be notched into uprights unless
the latter have a considerable margin of strength and st ifiness.

Uprights and struts should be notched into groundsills and
capsills when possible ; but when time presses and few car

penters are available , a careful arrangement of dogs will suffice ,
without notching .

2 93 . PI. 78, Fig. 4
, shows a corbel, an arrangement for giving

a wider hearing at the top of a trestle and Fig. 5 an alternative
method

,
which also helps to fix the capsill.

2 94 . Dogs , Spikes and bolts are the most useful fastenings
for framed trestles . The position of each dog should always
be considered with a definite obj ect of preventing a possible
distort ion of the frame . They should be on both sides of the
trestle . Dogs should not be driven within 3 inches of the edge
of a timber

,
or within 4 inches of its end .

Spikes
,
when used in pairs , should be driven inclining

towards each other . They run 5 inches to 1 0 inches in
length .
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1 1 4 CH APTER XX .

— FRAME BRIDGES , ETC .

2 97. The following table will be found useful for calculating stresses
due to uniform loads on suspension bridge s ; in it the load is Wxa

Di
Tension at Va

l

ue of
p lowest point

a

1 0 x
‘

lcad 1
‘

3 46 x load 1 0 2 7 x span inches 2 5 E X

at

1 1 1 3 75 1
“
0 2 2 2 0 62 5

1 0 1 85

a

1 3 I 6 2 5 1
‘

0 1 5 8 2 '43 75

1
“
0 1 3 6

1
‘

0 1 2 2
’

81 5

2 98. For length of s lings 3/

a span .

d dip.

y 2 length of sling,

a: distance from lowest point in fee.

2 99 , P1 1 11 on anchorage tension in cable s at piers .
Strength of log anchorage (Fig. 9

,
P] . 48) holding power

of the anchor face, and can be obtained from thef following



CH APTER XX~

.
—FRAME BRIDGES , ETC.

tab le, showing the holding power of dry loam at various
depths and inclinations of cable

In clinat ion ofthe force drawingthe anchorage
(in a direct ion perpendicular to its face) ,
and corresponding ultimate resistance in

lbs. per square foot of anchor face.

Mean depth ofFace of

An chorage b elow
Surface.

2 feet

Relative H oldingNature of Soil . Power .

Compact loam, rammed (dry)
H ard compact gravel, rammed (dry)
Wet river clay (b elow sub soil water level) , rammed
Incoheren t river sand, not rammed (damp)

3 0 1 . A 3 . 2 . 1 . holdfast , made of 5 feet park pickets , driven
2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet in the ground , should stand a strain
of 2 tons (t ide Pl.

3 0 2 . The following detail shows the most convenient way Caskpiers.

of making cask piers with large casks
,
see P1 . 5 4.

The gunnels
'

should , for a pier of the size shown in the figure Gunnels

(the casks used being butts), be 2 1 feet by 4 inches by 5 inches .
The slings of2g-inch rope , 6 fathoms long, with an eye Spiice Slings.

1 foot long at one end .



Braces.

CH APTER XX .
— FRAME BRIDGES , ETC.

Braces of lé-inch rope , 3 fathoms long, a small eye Splice
at one end , and a figure of 8 knot 1 foot 5 inches from the

eye.

The pier being made , is launched into the water by means of
a sledge called the ways.

To make a pier the number of men required is two more than
double the number of casks

,
or 2 n 2

,
where n is the number

of casks.

Four men stand at the ends of the gunnels
,
the remainder

opposite the intervals between the casks on either side . The

gunnels being in position
,
the gun nel men at one end place the

eyes of the slings over the gunnels the gunnel men at the other
end secure the slings to their ends of the gunnels with a round
turn and two half hitches . The brace men keep the slings
under the casks with their feet

,
and as soon as they are secured

adj ust the braces as follows
,
the men working simultaneously

by word of command .

The eye of the brace is passed under the sling in the centre
of the interval between two casks

,
the end passed through the

eye and hauled taut
,
the sling being kept steady with the left

foot. The brace is then brought up outside the gunnel im
mediately over the eye

,
and a turn round the gunnel taken to

the left
,
the foot is removed from the sling

,
and each man then

hauls up the standing part of his brace with the left hand ,

holding on to the turn with the right ; as soon as the brace
is taut the turn is held fast with the heel of the left hand, and
the remainder of the brace

,
in a coil

, is placed on the cask
to the left . Each man then takes his opposite neighbour

’

s

b race from the cask on the right
,
and passes it between the

standing part of his brace and the cask on his left, then back
between his brace and the cask on his right

,
keeping the bight

so formed below the figure of 8 knot on his own brace , and
placing the end on the cask to his right . Each man then takes
back his own brace from the cask on his left, passes it under
the gunnel to the left of the standing part, places his foot against
the gunnel

,
and hauls taut . The pier is then rocked backwards

and forwards
,
all the brace men taking in the slack of their

braces and hauling taut until the word steady is given, when
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CHAPTER XXL—DEMOLITION FORMULZE.

CHARGES FOR HASTY DEMOLITIONS .

NOTE .
—The charge is in lb s. B length to be demolished in FEET .

T thickness to b e demolished in FEET .

t thickness to be demolished in INCH ES (ia the
caseofiron plate only) .

In the presence of the enemy in crease the charges by 5 0 per cent .

GUNPOWDER (Tamped) .

Ob j ect attacked . Remarks.

Brick arch—one haunch
Total amount divided in to

charges placed apart about
Bu ck“reh—cmwn

twice the thickness of brick.

Brickwall “Ork'

Wood stockade—hard wood 40 to 1 0 0 One charge. Soft wood half
this.

Stockade of ear th b etween 60 to 80 per One charge.

timb er up to 3 ft . 6 in . thick 5 ft .

Fort gate One charge.

Tunnels Where T total distance from

the surface of the lining to

the charge.
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CHAPTER XXL—DEMOLITION FORMULZE .

CHARGES FOR HASTY DEMOLITIONS .

NOTE .

—The charge is in lbs. B length to be demol ished in FEET .

T thickness to be demo lished in FEET .

t thickness to be demolished in INCH ES

case of-iron plate only) .

In the presen ce of the enemy increase the charges by 5 0 per cent .

GUNCOTTON (Untamped) .

If the charge is tamped, decrease by one half.

Ob jec t attacked .

Brick arch—haunch or crown

Brick wall—up to 2 ft . thick

Brickwall—over 2 ft . thick

Brick pier

H ard wood—stockade or single

H ard wood—necklace

H ard wood—auger hole

Stockade of earth b etween tim
her up to. 3 ft . 6 ins. thick

H eavy rail stockade

Fort gate

Breechloadingguns

First class rail

I ron plate

Iron girders

Frontier tower, stone and mud

Wire cab le

Remarks.

Continuous charges.

2 per foot

Length of b reech B not to be less
than the height of the wall to be
b rough t down .

Where the timber is not round
T smaller axis.

4 per foot 1
I
t7 per foot S ingle charge.

I
J

For 3 . inch gun use 2 lbs. Double

the charge for every inch increase
in calibre . To be pla ced in breech .

The gun should be loaded with a

shell ifpossible.

A th ird of a l %-lb . slab against the

u eb near a chair if those are used.

t is in INCH ES .

Calculate as for iron plate, given

thickness of flange to b emeasur ed
where it j oins the web .

1 6 to 3 0 In one charge in centre of tower.

0 b eing the circumference i n
inches.

In a single charge outside. Fofl
a round t imb er charge 3 T3 .

Treesup to 1 2 ins. diameter. For
a round timber charge 3 T3 . i

S
o
f
t

w
o
o
d

h
a
l
f

t
h

J

1

8



1 20 WORKING

Nature ofWork . Dimensions. No. ofMen . Time.

1 . Felling trees Up to 1 ft . diameter 1 man 1 minute per imen
ofdiameter

2 . Cuttingbrushwood Up t o about 1 4" di 4 hours
ameter

3 . Clearing plantat ion of brush 1 00 yds. x 40 yds. l company (1 00
wood ,

with t rees up to 1 2 in. men )
diameter ; sorting, bind ing,
can ing

4 . Cuttinghedge Wood
, 4

” to 2 " diameter 1 man minutes to 1 8

minutes

5 . Makingfascines 1 8
’ long, 9

” diameter 5 men 1 hour

6 . Gabions 2
'
9” high , 2

'
external 2 hours

diameter

7. Band gabions 2
'
9” h igh , 2

’
diameter 1 0 minutes

8. Hurdles 6'long, 2
’
9” high 2 4hours

9 . Cutting sods 1 8" x 9" x 44 1 hour

1 0 . Loophole in wall, two bricks
thick

1 1 . Notch . two bricks thick 1 0 minutes

1 " Abatis, roughly const ructed 5 0 yds. deep 1 renet

1 3 . Lowwire 1 0 men 1 hour

1 4. High 4 hours

N .B .
—Gab ion revetments, 7’ 6 ” h igh ,

requires 1 4 gabions, 3 fascines per
Hurdles or b rushwood. 2 ’ 9” h igh , requires 9 bundles brushwood ,Sandbag revetmen t requires 2 00 sandbags per 1 00 sup . feet .

For construct inghead cover, sandbags and sods, on earth parapets,
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CHAPTER XXII .

—ROADS ~ —BONING AND

LEVELLING.

ROADS .

3 0 3 . A roadway 1 0 feet wide (8 feet minimum) will take a W idth Of
single line of wagons* passing in one direction

,
or infantry in roadway.

fours ; 1 2 feet is better as allowing horsemen to pass without
difiiculty for each additional line of vehicles 1 0 feet should be
added to the width of the road .

Where there is little trafiic, a width of 1 0 feet may suffice

for wagons both going and coming
,
provided sidings are made

at intervals, into which one wagon may go to allow another
to pass .
A width of 6 feet is sufficient for infantry in file or pack

animals moving in one direction .

3 0 4. The gradient for a short di stance , such as a ramp leading Gradients.
on to a bridge

,
may be 4, or even 4 for infantry, 4 for artillery,

but for animals or wheeled traflic slopes steeper than { a are
inconvenient , and if the incline be long it is still more desirable
to reduce them . Traction engines will

,
on good roads

,
drawa

load equal to their own weight up $5 , twice their own weight
up 3

1

3 ,
and three times their own weight on the level

,
or up

slopes not exceeding which is the maximum gradient
in first-class roads .
3 0 5 . When a newroad has to be constructedit shouldbemade Laying

as straight as is consistent with the extreme gradient permissible . out a
‘

neW

In laying it out the centre line should be marked by pickets,
road'

spitlocking marking out the line with the point of a pick),
&0 .

If the road passes through a wood
,
it will be well to cut down

a line of trees in the required direction . The space occupied

The ordinary width of the wheel track ofW .D . carriages is 5 feet
2 inches from out to out

,
except that of the pontoon wagons, which is

5 feet 1 0 inches.

The points of the axletree arms projecb about Gt ii nches beyond the

wheel track on each side.



1 2 4 CH APTER XXII .
—ROADS —BONING AND LEVELLING.

by the road should then be cleared of all irregularities
,
and the

tree roots grubbed up .

3 0 6 . Fig. 1 , PI. 81 , gives a section of a metalled road on leve l
ground, or only slightly inclined in the di rection of the width
of the road .

Side drains must be out where necessary
,
and communications

made underneath the road at intervals to allow the water
to escape . The earth from these side drains

,
when well rammed

,

may be employed to give a shape to the road if metalling
is afterwards to be put on to it

,
otherwise it is better scattered .

In applying the metalling large stones should be Spread as a
foundation

,
and above this should come a layer of broken

stones some 3 inches or 4 inches thick . A thin top layer of
gravel or other binding material is an advantage . This should
be rolled or rammed

,
a plentiful supply of water being used .

The surface of the road should slope from the centre to the
s ide at about 1

3 O ,
to allow the water to drain 0 11 .

Sometimes only one layer of stone ofthe smaller size is used .

In many situations gravel is the only available material ;
it should contain a portion of loam, sand, or other small stuff
to bind the pebbles together .
Where metal is not obtainable

,
such growths as reeds , heather,

or long grass , laid thickly across the road are b etter than
nothing .

3 0 7. When on the side of a hill the roadwill be partly cutting
and partly embankment (Fig . unless the hill 1 8 very steep

,

when i t may be all cutting as in Fig . 2
,
PI. 82 .

The ground on which the emb ahkment rests should he
stepped

,
to prevent slipping . and a retaining wall of dry stb nes

(Fig 2 , P1 81 ) or logs , fascines (Fig . 1 , PI. or sods
, &c. ,

may
sometimes be required . The sur face of the road should slope
inwards towards the hill , the water being got rid of at intervals
by drains passingunder the road . If no dr ain pipes be available

,

French drains may be constructed by digging a trench and filling
it with large stones fit ted loosely , so as to allow the water
t o pass through , the top being covered with brushwood , which
carries the roadway . Serviceable drains may also be made
with barrels or planks.

When ascending a hill by means of zig-zags the road should
b e made as level as possible at each angle, and half as wide
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Definition .

Tools.

1 2 6 CHAPTER XXII .
—ROADS -BONING AND LEVELLING .

in weight
,
with handles 24 feet long , so as to work standing ,

or of 1 4 lbs. weight, with
2

handles 1 8 inches to 2 feet long
,
to

work sitting .

BONING AND LEVELLING .

Levellingbymeans ofBoningRods.

3 1 4 . It is often necessary in the field to make a rough section
of a piece of grounde r parapet , so as to calculate the amount
ofwork to be carried out

,
or to lay out short lengths of ground

at a given slope , as in road-making, drainage , &c . For such
purposes levelling by means of boning rods may be employed.

3 1 5 . The. tools required for boning are a field level (or a
mason’s level

,
or a Spirit level with a straightedge), a mallet ,

pickets
,
measuring tape , a set of three boning rods ,

and where
great differences of level are met with

,
a long rod graduated to

read feet and inches .
The mason’s level is shown in Fig. 1

,
PI. 83 , and can be made

by any ordina ry carpenter
,
where a field level is not available ;

Boning rods are usually made of deal
,
3 inches wide and

4 inch thick , and consist each of a long arm ,
with a head

dovetailed on at right angles to it (Fig. 2 , P1 . Care must
be taken that all of a set are of exactly the same length .

3 1 6 . To make a section with such rods , it is usual to select the
highest point of the section and there drive in a picket flush with
the ground

,
driving in a second picket on the line of the section

with its top carefully levelled to the top ofthe first picket (by
means of the field

,
mason’s

,
or Spirit level), and as far away

from the first picket as the length of the level or straightedge
will allow (seeA,

B
,
Fig . 3 ,

PI. It is evident then by look
ing over the tops of the two pickets (A, B), the depth below
the line of sight of any other points (0 ,

D), on the section could
be determined by holding up a measuring rod at those points ,
and the horizontal distance apart of the various points being
also measured . a rough section could be made . To avoid the
obvious difficulty of getting one’8 eye down to the top of the
first two pickets (A, B), boning rods are set up on them , and

a third boning rod (or the long rod) is set up at the different
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CH APTER XXII .

‘— ROAD S —BONING AND '

LEVELLiNG. 1 27

points (0 , D,
E) whose level is required to be known . The

boning rods being all of the same length
,
give by their tops

a horizontal line parallel to the first line of sight , but 3 feet

(or thereabouts) above it . In the same way a given slope

(say 3
1
6 ) can be set out (Fig. 4) by arranging the tcps of the

first two pickets at the required slope (level A and B ,
1 0 feet

apart
,
and then cut 1 foot 0 11 B), setting up two boning rods

on them
,
and by means of the third boning rod driving in

pickets to show the top of the slope at any required points
,

N
, O,

P. Again
,
a continuous slope between any two points

can be laid out with pickets , as in Fig . 5
,
by putting the first

boning rod at F, the second at G, andwith the third rod setting
up the intermediate pickets .
3 1 7. In taking a section it is usual to enter the levels , 85 0

in a book (see page

FIELD LEVEL.

3 1 8. The field level is shown in Plates 84 85
,
and~ 86 .

It can be used when closed

(1 ) As an ordinary spirit level for boning , levelling , &c . ,

the spirit level being on the edge of the limb C.

(Fig. 1 , PI.

When open

(2 ) As a square for setting 0 11 right angles . (Fig.

(3 ) As a protractor for setting off angles . (Fig.

(4) For setting off slopes of all grades , and as a mason
’s

level with plumb bob . (Fig.

In all cases place the limb A against the slope to be
measured .

The dotted lines in Fig. 1 show how the instrument is
closed .

N.B .
—One edge of the level is graduated in feet and inches .
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CHAPTER XXIII.— RAILWAYS AND TELEGRAPHS.

RAILWAYS .

3 1 9. The duties likely to b e required of troops in the field
with regard to railways (apart from large railway schemes ,
for which Special arrangements would be neces sary) may be
considered as either temporary repairs , or the laying of short
lengths of line to j oin up breaks

,
the construction of addi

t ional works such as platforms , &c. ,
to adapt the line for

military use , or the demolit ion of an existing line .

3 2 0 . The formation includes the whole of the earthwork
necessary to complete the line to “formation level ” and

secure the required width of way together with
“side ” and

catchwater drains , and any retainingwalls
” or protective

works to secure the bank against floods. Tunnels are included
under the head Formation.

”

3 2 1 . Forma tz
'

on levelmeans the level of the completed surface
before the ballast is put on . On rapidly constructed military
lines , where ballast is po ssibly not available , the formation
level would b e the depth of t he rail and sleeper below the

rail level. The formation level is not absolutely horizontal
transversely , as it should slope slightly downwards from the

centre line towards the sides of the bank or cutting for

purposes of drainage.

3 2 2 . The width of the railroad depends on the gauge, the
width of the rails , t he clear space outside the rails and the

Space necessary for drainage.

3 2 3 . The gauge is the shortest distance between the inside
edges of the upper surfaces of the rails , and is 4 to 1 inch

greater than the distance between the flanges of a pair
of wheels .
In Great Britain , and most of the European countries , the

ordinary gauge is 4 feet 84 inches ; in Ireland, it is 5 feet
3 inches ; in Russia, 5 feet ; in Bl iti sh India , 5 feet 6 inches

(metre , 3 feet 3 4 inches) and 2 feet 6 inches .
For a 4-fe et 84-inch gauge , single line , the minimum width

of banks and of cuttings at formation level should not be less
than 1 2 feet and 1 6 feet respectively. These dimensions
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Sleepers.

3 27. Sleepers are bearers, whether ofwood or of steel, used
to distribute the weight on the rails over the ballast or

roadway, and in the case of cros s-sleepers as a connection
be tween the two rails to preserve the gauge .
Each mile of railway require s to sleepers .

Ch li l's.
3 28. Cha irs are used to connect the rails to the sleepers ,

when necessary owing to the sectional form of the rail
,

and to distribute the weight over a greater bearing area
on the sleeper than is obtained by the rail resting on it .

connec 3 2 9. Chairs are fastened down to sleepers by Spikes and
t ion trenails .
betWeen Trenaz

’

ls are wooden Spikes , so compressed by machinery
c

l

hw s and
as to expel all moisture from them. When they have been

8 eep i rs’ driven into the sleepers their tendency is to absorb moisture
and swell, and so to grip the sleeper more tightly . They
must not be employed alone, but where they are used there
should be at lea st one iron fastening to each chair , for ,
although the trenail is a firm means of holding down the

chair to the sleeper , it is liable to rupture from a shearing
stre ss . For this reason oak t renails with iron spikes driven
into them (P1 . 87 Fig. 3 ) are often used .

In the cas e of fiat-foot ed rails with good bearing area and
exposed to moderate axle loads , the rails may be Spiked direct
to the sleepers without chairs or bearing-plates .

C onnec 3 3 0 . The double-headed and als o the bull-headed rail is
t ion of held in its chair by a key or small block of wood , compress-ed
railsW ith by machinery (Fig. This key is slightly wedge-shaped ,
Chaim

and is driven firmly into the gap in the chair at the side
of the rail. Rails may be keyed on the out side or inside.

Connec 3 3 1 . Flat-footed rail s are generally connected directly with
t ion the sleepers by dog

-spikes, or with the intervention of
b efiween bearing

-
p lates.

rails and

sleepers.

Ballast . 3 3 2 . B a llast is broken s tone or other suitable material
placed on the formation level, on which the sleeper s rest,
and with which they are “packed to the proper level
or inclination.

The obj ects of ballast are

i. To distribute the pressure imparted to it by the

sleepers over a larger area .
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1 1 . To keep the sleepers dry, by affording a permeable
mass for rainwate r to pas s through, and thus
prevent their decay .

iii
.
To afford facilities for packing under the sleepers
when the y have sunk .

The ballast is usually laid to a thickness of about 1 foot ,
or 1 8 inches in very wet places ; the permanent way is then
laid on it , and its thicknes s is afterwards increased to t he

height of the bottom of the rail. The two layers are called
t he bottom ballast and the top ballast or boxing.

In field railways the bottom ballast may be required for
drainage, but the top ballas t could be omitted. As a temporary
measure ballast could be dispensed with altogether .
3 3 3 . Any railway tools or materials found along the line Railway

must be handed over to the officers in charge of repair, and tools and
not on any account appropriated by troops . materi als.

RAILWAY REPA IR AND REC ONSTRUCTION.

3 3 4. The main principle s on which the work of repair and Gene?“
reconstruction is carried out are 4

3 2 0 0 19 19 3

(1 ) To make the speedie st temporary repairs possible ,
deviations and low-level br idO '

es) in order to get ways.

a line of some s ort through with the least possible
delay .

(2 ) Simultaneously to commence high-level trestle bri dges
on concrete foundations where required in order to do
away with the disadvantage of long deviat ions with
s te ep gradients and sharp curves .

(3 ) To commence ,without any delay, all permanent repairs ,
viz. , rebuilding the masonry ,

repairing t he girders ,
or replacing them with new ones in order that the
line should be as soon as pos sible restored to its
former position and entirely safe against floods.

3 3 5 . The best system to adopt whereby to carry out rapid Con st ruc
repair s is to establish Construction Trains.

” The reconstruc “0 ?
tion staff live in these trains . which gradually advance along

f'ra’ms'

t he line as it is being repaired , conveying also the neces sary
material.

(5 289)
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3 3 6 . For railway work of any magnitude large gangs of

unski lled lab our
’

are required , and this is e specially t rue of

temporary repairs to be executed rapidly .

The proportion of unskilled to skilled lab our . on temporary
repairs is as 7 to 1 ; on semi-permanent and permanent
repa i rs as 3 to 1 .

3 3 7. Ah advance depét for railway material and stores must
invariably be formed at some place within 5 0 miles of t he

starting po int for repairs , and that before work begins .
3 3 8. Sufficient wagon t ransport to carry 60 tons should, it.

possible , be available at railhead to allow an advanced party to
move oh , repairingminor breaks . Much time is thus saved.

3 3 9. Provided that the arrangements for lighting works at

night are good, an equal amount ofwork can be done by day
and night shifts, and when repairs are being pres sed , day and

night shifts are essential. The only class of work which
cannot well be carried on by night is platelaying, which
requires plenty oflight along the track .

Flare s , oil, or acetylene, are easily manipulated and give

good light for working parties .
3 40 . Up to 1 8 feet height. Crib piers of sleepers make

satisfactory bridge s , which are rapidly built , as a large number
ofmen can be employed to handle materials.

Between 1 8 and 2 5 f eet, the Speed at which such bridges can
b e built decreases rapidly , not only on account of the additionat
height, but because more material is used.

3 41 . Damage s to water supply by the enemy is apt to cause
much diffi culty. Troops must not use railway water supplies
without Special authority . A steam pump and boiler car 1 ied
on a truck is a useful adjunct. Lift and force pumps worked by
manual power, each with several lengths of hose, should also
be carried . Engine s can then make shift with temporary
watering arrangements .
3 42 . To provide for entraining or detraining animals,

vehicles and guns , extra siding and platform accommodation
will become necessary at various points .
The sidmgs would be in extension of existing sidings , or

branch faom the main line, according to circumstances .

The p la tj brms would, as a rule , be most conveniently placed
alongside a siding of sufficient length to allow of the train
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connection with the earth or other wires . This is effected
usually either by aerial lines or by cab les .
3 48. Ah aerial line consists of a wire suspended on insulators

of p orcelain or glass , supported on poles placed at about
60-yard or 80 -yard intervals . The poles should be of such
height as will keep the wire clear 61 obstacles and traffic ,
and safe from malicious damage . No wi re should be less than
1 2 feet from the ground .

Insulators. 3 49. The insulators are shaped like invert ed cups having one
or more grooves round them . Porcelain insulators are usually
fixed to the pole or arm by means of 1 ron bolts

,
the cuPs being

provided with an internal screw thread to fit the top of the
bolt (Pl. 89, Fig .

Wiring 3 5 0 . In erecting the line the wire is first stretched
‘

con

veniently tight over several poles . It is then placed in one of
the grooves of the insulators and bound in securely wi th
a piece of smaller wire or tape binder ; thus at ordin ary
insulators there is no break in the continui ty of the wire .

Wires for telegraph circuits are invariably run straight ,
that is to say,

their insulators occupy similar positions on each
pole . Oh the other hand , important telephone circui t s require
two wires

,
each of which revolves or twists round the other

,

though ofcourse they are kept
.

well apart .
Poles. 3 5 1 . The poles may be of i ron or wood , usual y the latter.

They should be buried ln the ground to one fifth their length ,
and their tops protected by a piece of galvanised sheet iron
termed a pole roof . ”

Arms. 3 5 2 . Where more than one wire is carri ed on the same line of
poles

,
the wires are attached to insulators fixed on wooden or

iron arms,
let into the pole, and at right angles to it (PI. 89;

Fig . 1 ). The length of the arm depends on the number 0 1

wires to be carried . When more than one arm is required they
are usually placed at vertical intervals of 1 foot .
3 5 3 . Wooden poles

,
except 1n 6ry rocky ground , should be

Wires provided with earth wires
, con 5 1ist ing of a piece of iron wire

running down the pole , under the head ofeach arm-bolt to the
butt

,
where it is stapled in the form of a small Spiral ; thi s

ensur es the earth wire being well under ground . Each of the
arms is wired

,
and a turn of the wire is taken round the arm
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can be drawn in convenient lengths . Joint boxes should be pro
V ided in the line of pipes at about 1 00 yards intervals to enable
the lengths of wires to be conn ected . After the j oints are
made they are covered over with indiarubb er tape or gutta
percha to insulate them . The position of these under ground
boxes are marked so as to render them accessible when desired
for testing the wires or other purposes .
3 5 9. For very rapidly establishing telegraphi c communica

tion in the field ,
a light single core cable is often employ ed . This

consists of a stranded steel conductor, moderately insulated
with indiarubb er, and covered with plaited hemp ; thus
considerable tensile strength is obtained with a minimum
weight . The cable is laid out on the surface of the ground
temporarily ; if the communication is required for any length
of time an aerial line is constructed

,
and then the cable is

removed.



No . of
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Enfilade fire.
-Fire which sweeps a line of troops or defences

from a flank.

Epaulment .
—A small parapet t o give cover to a gun and

detachment in action .

Escarp .

—The slope of a ditch nearest the parapet .
Exterior slope — The outside slope of a parapet extending

downwar ds from the superior slope .

Fascina — A long bundle of brushwood
,
tied up tightly

,
used

for revetting
, &c .

Fleche.

—A work consisting of two faces
,
forming a salient

angle towards the enemy .

F0 ugasse.
—A small mine filled with stones which are proj ected

towards the enemy on the mine being fired .

Fm ise.

-A palisade fixed horizontally in a slope .

Gabion .

— An open cylinder of brushwood
,
sheet iron

, &c.
,
used

for revetting .

Glacis.

—The ground round a work outside the ditch . This is
sometimes made up art ificially.

Gorge
— The face of a work furthest from the enemy .

G
'
uy.

—A rope fastened to the tip of a Spar or frame
,
to support

,

raise or lower it .

Gyn .

— A tripod constructed with three spars
,
used for raising

weights .

Intem
'

or slope
— The inside slope of a parapet (seen in section),

extending from the crest to the banquette .

Keep or Re
’

duit .

—A separate enclosure within another work to
enable the defenders to resist after the outer line of defence
has been carried .

Danette — A work consisting of four faces , the two centre ones
forming an obtuse salient

,
the two side ones affording fire

to the flanks .

Lunette
,
blunted.

—A work consisting of five faces (otherwise
similar to a lunette).

Machicoulis gallery.

~ —A balcony with a musket-proof parapet
in front

,
loopholed in the floor

,
to afford fire in a downward

direction.

Parados.

—A traverse to give cover from reverse fire.

Profile.

—The section of a parapet at right angles to the crest .

Redan .

— Awork consisting of two faces , forming a salient angle
towards the enemy.
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Redan , blunted.
—A work consisting of three faces

,
the centre

one firingto the front, the others to the flanks.

Redoubt .

—A field work entirely enclosed by a defensible
parapet :

Relief . —The length of time that men have to work before
being relieved .

Revetment .

— Any method of making earth stand at a steeper
s1 0 pe than the natural slope .

Reverse fire.

-Fire directed on the backs of a line of defenders .
Riband .

—A baulk fastened down on each side of aroadway to
keep the chesses in place .

Sap .

-A trench formed by constantly extending the end .

Sheers.

— Two spars lashed together at the t ip and raised to rest
on their butts

,
which are separated. They are used to lift

and move weights in one plane .

Splinter
-
proof .— A shelter, proof against Splinters of shell.

Superior slope
— The top of a parapet (seen in section).

Tachlef— Any system of blocks and ropes by which power is
gained at the expense of time more . power— less
speed).

Tambour .

-A pro] ect 1ng chamber or stockaded enclosure , con.

structed so as to flank the walls ofa building .

Terreplein .

—The surface of the ground inside a work .

Trace.

— The outline ofa work ln plan .

v erse.

-A bank of earth erected to give cover against
enfilade fire, and to localise the bursts ofshells .

Wattle.
—Continuous brushwood hurdle work.
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